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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS IN IMPRECISE GEOMETRIC MODELS
by
Riccardo Gasparini
Florida International University, 2015
Miami, Florida
Professor Igor Tsukanov, Major Professor
Engineering analysis in geometric models has been the main if not the only credible/reasonable tool used by engineers and scientists to resolve physical boundaries problems. New high speed computers have facilitated the accuracy and validation of the
expected results. In practice, an engineering analysis is composed of two parts; the
design of the model and the analysis of the geometry with the boundary conditions and
constraints imposed on it. Numerical methods are used to resolve a large number of
physical boundary problems independent of the model geometry. The time expended
due to the computational process are related to the imposed boundary conditions and
the well conformed geometry. Any geometric model that contains gaps or open lines
is considered an imperfect geometry model and major commercial solver packages are
incapable of handling such inputs. Others packages apply di erent kinds of methods to
resolve this problems like patching or zippering; but the final resolved geometry may be
di erent from the original geometry, and the changes may be unacceptable. The study
proposed in this dissertation is based on a new technique to process models with geometrical imperfection without the necessity to repair or change the original geometry.
An algorithm is presented that is able to analyze the imperfect geometric model with
the imposed boundary conditions using a meshfree method and a distance field approximation to the boundaries. Experiments are proposed to analyze the convergence of the
algorithm in imperfect models geometries and will be compared with the same models
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but with perfect geometries. Plotting results will be presented for further analysis and
conclusions of the algorithm convergence.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Engineering analysis in imprecise geometric models

Engineering analysis is one of the important components of every design process.
Engineering analysis accelerates product development, and ensures safety and durability of the products. Currently, the life of almost every product starts from the creation
of Computer Aided Design (CAD) geometric model. During design analysis, geometric models are modified to accommodate the changes dictated by the analysis results,
and shape optimization,etc. In many cases extensive editing of CAD models and their
translation from one CAD system to another result in geometric inaccuracies and inconsistencies [8]. There are two major sources of errors in geometric models: inconsistencies
and inaccuracies presented in the geometric representation, and geometric errors due to
conversion from one CAD system to another [5].
Inconsistencies and inaccuracies in a geometric representation, such as free edges (edges
connected to one face), non-manifold boundaries, sliver faces, and inaccurately computed
intersections of the surface patches, are accumulated during editing of geometric models.
Some of these geometric imperfections are shown in Figure 1.1(a). Acquired and reverse
engineered geometric models, which are represented as a ”polygonal soup” [52] may
contain holes in their boundaries due to the missing (non-scanned) pieces as shown in
Figure (b). (Figure 1.1(b)).
Incorrectly chosen tolerances in the stereolithography (STL) geometric models [1]
may produce either gaps or non-manifold boundary.

Conversion of geometric models

from one CAD system to another may result in loss of semantics information and numerical precision. Because di erent CAD systems use di erent geometric tolerances and
geometric algorithms, loss of numerical precision often causes appearance of gaps, misaligned boundaries, and topological inconsistencies in geometric models.. Even though
that these geometric imperfections can be very small and almost invisible, they often
prevent Finite Element Method (FEM) meshing and direct application of engineering
analysis methods based on the finite element paradigm as seen in Figure (a). (Fig1

(a)

(b)
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The need to perform engineering analysis in the presence of geometric

inaccuracies and imperfections led to the development of various geometric healing (repair) techniques and tools [16] that can be classified as the volumetric [26], surface
[40, 38, 24, 27, 6] and hybrid [3] healing techniques. These tools can represent the surface of the geometric model in the volumetric domain and apply the healing methods
to the volumetric model. After fixing geometric imperfections, the volumetric model
is transformed back to the surface model using either marching cubes or dual contouring algorithms [21, 17]. Application of volumetric healing methods produces manifold
boundaries, but these methods often result in over tesselated geometric boundaries.
Surface-based geometric repair techniques perform local modifications of the original
model at the places where the geometric errors and inconsistencies have been detected.
These techniques are directly applied to the tessellated (usually triangulated) boundary
[38]. A surface repair method applied directly on a Boundary representation (B-rep)
geometric model was proposed in [24]. Geometric computations are used to determine
intersections of the neighboring surface patches, projecting and inserting boundary edges
into geometric faces [3]. Gaps between tessellated surface patches are removed by using
stitching [27] or zippering [48] algorithms. Surface healing methods often generate small
or skewed triangles that lead to poor Finite Element meshes. The fact that automated
geometry repair tools [23] have been proposed, in many real-world cases they usually
require human supervision and intervention [53]. Geometry repair also requires careful
analysis of a variety of special cases of possible geometric defects and the ways they
can be removed [56, 4, 6]. Recently, knowledge and learning based geometry healing
algorithms were proposed in [39, 20]. An adaptive Cartesian mesh generation approach,
based on volumetric geometry healing, was proposed in [53].The method works well for
small geometric imperfections, but it is incapable of removing large geometric defects.In
addition it requires user intervention and guidance.
Di culties in creation and handling of spatial meshes suitable for the Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) have lead to the development of alternative engineering analysis methods. In contrast to the traditional analysis techniques based on FEM, these new methods, called meshfree or meshless methods, do not require spatial mesh that conforms to
3

the shape of the geometric domain Geometric flexibility of the meshfree methods makes
them attractive for applications that are di cult for traditional FEA.
In this study we propose and demonstrate an extension of the solution structure method
[32, 43, 12] that enables engineering analysis in imprecise geometric models without reconstructing a valid geometric model. The method uses the original geometric model and
no healing is applied as shown in the diagram in Figure 1.2(b). The proposed method
requires computations of a Point Membership Classification (PMC) at the nodes of hierarchical space decomposition. These PMC values are then used by a geometrically
adaptive integration [22, 43] to place integration or collocation points at which the governing equation is enforced. For the valid geometric models, PMC can be computed by
ray casting/stabbing [26] or by computing the sign of a signed distance to the boundaries
of a geometric model. However, imprecision in the geometric model prohibit direct computation of PMC. Non-manifold boundary, holes and gaps in the geometric boundary,
make the notion of inside and outside undefined. To compute PMC values for imprecise
geometric models we adopt an approach similar to the one described in [15]. In contrast to the traditional approaches that produce valid watertight geometry, we will use a
composite geometric representation to resolve geometric inaccuracies and compute PMC
values without repairing or reconstructing the geometric model. Once PMC values are
computed, the original unrepaired geometric model is used to allocate the integration
or collocation points.
Besides the governing equation, the solution method has to provide a means to satisfy
the prescribed boundary conditions. The salient feature of the structure solution method
is the exact treatment of the specified boundary conditions by using solution structures,
expressions that combine boundary conditions, basis functions and the functions vanishing on the geometric boundaries. The method is essentially meshfree and does not
require construction of spatial meshes that conform to the shape of a geometric model.
Also, it does not restrict the choice of the basis functions used for solution approximation or the solution method. References [43, 32, 47, 33] report successful implementation
of the solution structure method with classical and trigonometric polynomials, as well
as B-splines defined over uniform and non-uniform Cartesian grids. Providing exact
4

treatment to the boundary conditions, the method can employ any suitable solution
technique to compute the numerical values of the degrees of freedom in the solution.
And last, but not least, the solution structure method enables complete automation of
the solution procedure [50, 43, 12].
1.2

Goals of the Research
The main goal of the dissertation work is to develop numerical methods, algorithms

and data structures for direct application of engineering analysis tools to imprecise
geometric models. In particular, we have focused on the following research objectives:
• Development of e cient geometric and numerical 2D/3D integration algorithms;
• Investigation of how the distance field approach can be used to resolve geometric
inconsistencies and irregularities; and
• Application of the developed numerical method to engineering analysis of native
CAD models with small geometric errors and features, scanned and reversed engineered shapes, and partially defined conceptual models.
1.3

Our Approach
In our recent paper [13] we proposed a novel numerical technique that enables

engineering analysis in imprecise geometric models without reconstructing a valid solid
model. At the heart of our method lies a modified geometrically adaptive integration
technique. The technique uses a hybrid geometric model that consists of hierarchical
space decomposition, boundary representation (B-rep), and distance fields. Hierarchical
space decomposition helps to resolve the geometric imperfections, while the original geometric model is used to allocate the integration points in the boundary (geometry) cells.
Our method uses solution structures that combine together the distance fields to the geometric boundaries, boundary conditions and basis functions to enforce the prescribed
boundary conditions. For example, Figures 1.3 (b) and (c) illustrate allocation of the
integration points in 2D imperfect geometric domain shown in Figure 1.3 (a) using our
new approach.
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Our approach was also generalized to perform direct engineering analysis in 3D
geometric domains with geometric inaccuracies and imperfections. This novel approach
is a direct extension of the 2D method. The approach is based on the recognition that any
3D geometric model can be represented by a set of the parallel cross sections (Figure
4.1 (b)) which can be used to perform numerical integration. In any geometry, each
cross section will constitute a 2D geometric domain. In this approach, the geometric
inaccuracies are treated and addressed separately in each cross section. To satisfy the
prescribed boundary conditions, the approximate distance fields to the 3D boundaries
are used. This approach was evaluated against known benchmark solutions for perfect
geometric models. We also investigated numerical and computational properties of this
technique.
The numerical integration techniques were implemented using C++ programming
language and interfaced with the existing software package that implemented the Solution Structure Method (SSM). To demonstrate feasibility of the numerical method a
number of benchmark problems with known analytic solutions were solved. We investigated the behavior of the algorithms and computational tools for di erent types of
geometric imperfections. In addition, we numerically evaluated the errors caused by the
geometric imperfections comparing the solutions in geometrically imperfect models with
the solutions obtained in the accurate geometric domains.
In this work we have investigated how the distance field approach is used to resolve
geometric inconsistencies and irregularities.
1.4

Contributions (expected results)
The main goal of this study is to design and verify a mechanical computational

algorithm able to analyze and process models with geometrical imperfections without
repairing the model. To obtain this goal it will be first necessary to develop an algorithm
in 2D to analyze physical models with geometrical imperfections. Such an algorithm will
act as a closing gap tool and will be able to handle the imposed boundaries’ conditions
not only over perfect domains, but also over geometries with open gaps and extended
lines. The algorithm will allow a hierarchical decomposition of the geometry and the allocation of gauss integration points for numerical analysis. A Solution Structure Method
7

(SSM) with a distance field approximation (to the boundaries) will be used. After processing a couple of experiments in 2D to determine the e ectiveness of such algorithm,
the algorithm will be extended to resolve geometrical models with imperfections in 3D.
Also implemented will be a novel integration method using parallel slices over the domain
recreating multiple superimposed layers for the allocation points and following the gauss
integration method in 3D. The 2D experiments will be evaluated perfect and imperfect
geometries in thermal and stress analysis; for 3D experiments we will have a primary
approach of this algorithm to evaluate volume value and verify convergence with the real
volume value, a major analysis will be addressed to evaluate natural vibration in 3D for
perfect and imperfect models. All the computation analysis will be processed without
repairing geometries or using fixing techniques common in this field.
1.5

Outline
Engineering analysis over geometrical domains in 2D or 3D require a precise rep-

resentation of the model and its boundaries. The proposed study and experimentation
is addressed to models with imperfect geometries either at the surface or at the interior
of the geometrical model. To achieve this purpose, a novel algorithm was designed to
reach a feasible result without the necessity to repair the model or change the conditions
of boundaries. For this goal, di erent procedures will be developed for a final experimentation to verify and assure convergence. In the 2D models a Solution Structure
Method (SSM) will be applied using a meshfree formulation with distance fields. For 3D
models, a new integration method was employed through slices in 2D using an allocation
of gauss points in the 2D parallel grid slices. The algorithm was able to process models
with perfect and imperfect geometries without repairing. The generated plots show the
convergence of the new slices method with the solutions obtained using a well known
commercial package software (SolidWorks).

• Related Work
The first part of the study, linked to related works done previously by other researchers, focuses on repairs to a damaged geometric model without taking into
8

consideration the possibility of distortion of the boundaries conditions applied.
These repairs were proposed to correct geometrical models used for artistic scope
usually in cinematography when recovering images. The same technique was applied for analysis of engineering models without preventing the obvious change
of the boundaries condition, a high price to pay due to mathematical analysis
consequences.
• Proof of Concept in 2D
After describing the di erent attempts to reconstruct damage to the geometrical
model, we present a method based on a mathematical solution structure (SSM)
which lies in a modified geometrical adaptive integration technique using a hybrid
geometric model that is conformed by hierarchical space decomposition, boundary
representation, that will be called B-rep, and distance fields which are the implicit
functions that hold the geometrical distance information to the boundaries. This
first mathematical approach is applied to 2D geometrical domains.

Studies for

thermal and stress problems are presented and show the feasibility of the method
to be applied in 3D cases.
• Extension into 3D
The same algorithm applied to a 2D boundary value problem was extended to the
3D case. The novel algorithm slices the geometric 3D model in di erent and selected numbers of 2D planes. We will use a hierarchical space decomposition of the
geometric model and will compute a Point Membership Classification (PMC) to
address geometric errors and allocate integration points in 3D cells using geometrically adaptive integration algorithms. The method to treat gaps and geometrical
imperfections is described in order to allocate integration points. No geometrical
domains are changed and enforcement of the boundaries conditions are respected.
• Validation and Verification
The 2D problem is presented in two cases with a thermal and stress mechanical
analysis of both of them with geometrical imperfections. The 3D problems was
9

computed and validated as precise and imprecise volume models using a bracket,
cylinder and a spur gear. A major mechanical analysis in the field of natural
vibration problems in 3D was proposed for precise and imprecise models using a
bracket and a spider bracket. Experiments showed the e ectiveness of the proposed
algorithm to analyze geometric damage models without geometric repairs and the
impossibility to process the same damaged geometries using well known commercial
solver packages.
• Conclusion
We analyze our method for both 2D or 3D imprecise geometrical models. Results
were compared between precise and imprecise models using graphical charts able to
analyze and endure the convergence results. The SolidWorks mechanical analysis
package was used to obtain values for perfect models and was compared with our
3D method for imperfect geometrical models.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Methods based on computational geometry require precise and large quantities
of data to generate accurate polygonal models. Vertices of these polygonal models are
the acquired data points. Methods for data acquisition techniques from computer vision
like stereo range images and space carving can generate 3D dimensional points sets but
are imprecise when compared with laser or optical scanners [37]. Surface reconstruction
using algorithms such as (GPDE) Geometric Partial Di erential Equations to solve
surface modeling problems use a mean curvature flow, averaged mean curvature flow
and surface di usion flow. All of these equations are nonlinear and they do not depend
upon any particular parameterizations.

Algorithms dealing with non-stable borders

have been used [58]applying a sweep-line to determine the inconsistent borders and
its eventual correction.

Geometric modeling with implicit surfaces remains an active

research area. Developments in this field include level set methods, variational implicit
surfaces, and adaptively sampled distance field. Methods in implicit surface modeling,
using an approximate interpolation set of data points via Radial Basis Function (RBF)
and Moving Least Square (MLS)[39] are especially useful for repairing lack of data
information in implicit surfaces since no topological constraints are required.
2.1

Geometry healing (repair)
Three of the most used method for geometric healing are: reconstructing sur-

faces by volumetric regularization [7]; discrete surface modeling using geometric flows
using PDF (Partial Di erential Equations)[55]; and reconstruction 3D scattered data
interpolation with compactly supported basis functions [57]. Reconstruction surfaces by
volumetric regularization is commonly used in computer vision applications. Computer
vision technique has been used largely to acquire three-dimensional data from images.
The techniques involved include: shape from shading, depth approximation from a pair
of stereo images, and volumetric reconstruction from images at multiple viewpoints and
areas easily convertible to a polygonal description. The use of cameras makes the process
easier since they are inexpensive resources when compared to laser and optical scanners.
The a ordable cameras for vision-based techniques enable the creation of digital models
11

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Imprecise Geometry Reconstruction: (a) Mesh Generated by Polygonizing
the implicit surface and (b) Filler construction using surface di usion flow.
by computer users without any professional CAD skills required. Noise from data acquisition is large compared with laser scan technique. Typical reconstruction methods are:
alpha shapes[14]; crust [2];and region growing algorithms.In the case of volumes carved
from multiple viewpoints, the reconstructed models remain in the volumetric domain
having artifacts due to the voxel discretization. Volumetric regularization is obtained
using the advantages over existing algorithms. Implicit functions constructed estimate
the surface well in regions where there is little data. The reconstructed surface is insensitive to noise in data acquisition because we can allow the surface to approximate,
better than exactly interpolate the data points, and the reconstructed surface is locally
detailed, yet globally smooth, because of the use of Radial Basis Functions that achieve
multiple orders of smoothness.
Discrete surface modeling using partial di erential equations of various curvature-driven
Geometric Partial Di erential Equations (GPDE) is used to solve several surface modeling problems. The GPDS method is used to include mean curvature flow, averaged
mean curvature flow, and surface di usion flow. Equations are nonlinear and geometry
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intrinsic. The technique involved in reconstructing a surface interpolates the points or
curves or the boundaries of patches with a specified order of continuity. The surfacefitting problem is the most general and includes the surface blending and N-sided filling
problems.
Reconstruction of 3D scattered data interpolation with compactly supported basis functions uses a hierarchical approach to 3D scattered data interpolation with compactly
supported basis functions. Interpolation and approximation of scattered data with RBF
has a variational nature which supplies a user with a rich palette of radial basis functions. The basic question is whether to choose local or global RBF. Fitting scattered
data by local compactly-supported RBF leads to a simpler and faster computation procedure while a practical usage of global RBF is based on sophisticated mathematical
techniques such as the fast multipole method [57].Global RBF are extremely useful in
repairing incomplete data while approaches based on compactly supported RBF are sensitive to the density of interpolated/approximated scattered data. Careful selection of
RBF influence domains controlled by certain parameters is required.
Di erent methods have been proposed for healing surface meshes coming from geometric
reconstruction using any well known data acquisition technique as mentioned in the
section for healing geometric models. Zippered Polygon [48] is applied when digitizing
the shape in 3D. The method consist in:
• Align the meshes with each other using modified iterated closest-point algorithm,
• Zipper together adjacent meshes to form a continuous surface that correctly captures the topology of the object, and
• Compute local weighted averages of surface positions on all meshes to form a
consensus surface geometry.
This method[48] was proposed to be applied in:
• Digitizing complex objects for animation and visual simulation.
• Digitizing the shape of a found object such as an archaeological artifact for measurement and for dissemination to the scientific community.
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Figure 2.2: Zippering Method
• Digitizing human external anatomy for surgical planning.
• Digitizing the shape of a damaged machine part to help create a replacement.
An old method for digitizing consisted of painstakingly touching a 3D sensing probe to
thousands of positions of the object and manually specifying the connectivity of these
points. Actually, range scanners[48] make feasible and lest tedious this operation.Range
scanners are devices that sense 3D positions on an object’s surface and return an array of
distance values. A range image is an mxn grid of distances (range points) that describe
a surface either in Cartesian coordinates or cylindrical coordinates, with two of the
coordinates being implicitly defined by the indices of the grid. Di erent techniques can
be used to create a range image. Structured light, time of flight lasers, radar, sonar,
and shading are samples of these techniques. However, the complicated shape of an
object can obscure the process of the range images and can force the whole operation
to process more than one range image to many of them. The zippered polygon meshes
method uses a mesh of triangles to represent the range image data at all stages. Each
sample point in the mxn range image is a potential vertex or node in the triangle mesh.
Two processes are used to create the joint portion area: registration and integration.
. Registration [48] refers to computing a rigid transformation that brings the points of
one range image into alignment with the portions of a surface that is share with another
range images. Integration [48]is the process of creating a single surface representation
from the sample points of two or more range images. Before joining a pair of meshes the
14

portions that are redundant in the new meshed joint area are removed. This method
is in continued improvement due to the new algorithms application and the new range
image approximation, able to o er better visual results.
Mesh decimation methods [54]were used for 3D acquisition and modeling detailed geometric models. The objectives of mesh decimation algorithms are to reduce the number
of triangles in the whole triangle mesh in order to keep the original topology, and to
better approximate the original geometry. Using searching pass algorithms each vertex of the triangle is stored as a possible candidate to be eliminated. If it meets the
adopted decimation criteria, the vertex and all the triangles connected to the vertex
are canceled. The resulting empty space left by the decimation is patched using a local
triangulation. The vertex decimation criteria searching continue until a termination condition is reached. The termination criteria are generally specified as a percent reduction
of the original mesh and a fixed maximum decimation value.

Figure 2.3: Decimation Method
Progressive gap closing method [28] was proposed to eliminate issues that occur during
the mesh boundary decimation task. Applying the well-known decimation methods to
the complexity meshes generated during acquisition data and modeling results in severe
artifacts due to the lack of consistent connectivity information, T-vertices, narrow gaps
and cracks. The progressive gap closing method proposes to add a vertex pair contraction
to join unconnected regions of the mesh. The method introduces a vertex-edge operation
providing a support for closing gaps and stitching together the boundaries of triangle
patches located near each other. The decimation process is error controlled and guided
progressively in terms of error. The objective idea behind this algorithm [28]is that the
gap closing procedure is executed by utilizing the vertex-edge contraction operator using
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the mesh-decimation methodology to boundaries targeted at gap closing.

Figure 2.4: Gap Closing Method
It was proposed as a method to repair arbitrary polygon models which guarantees to
produce a closed surface [41] that partitions the space into disjoint internal and external
volumes. The method works under the premise to have a model represented as a polygon
soup and construct an inside/outside volume using an octree grid and reconstruct the
surface by contouring [41] which produces a polygonal approximation of the zero-values
isosurface. Contouring algorithms can be classified in two types. The primal methods
proposed by [21] extract polygons by connecting points lying on the grid lines creating
blobby surfaces and curved corners; and the hybrid methods that allow polygon vertices
to be placed inside the grid cells to reproduce sharp edges and corners.
Visualization technology has been developed over the last 30 years in a very rushed track.
Computational mechanical analysis has been largely improved and accepted due to the
well-known interactions between the mechanical analysis and the way to visualize the
object under physical stresses and its responses. However both of them, visualization
and mathematical analysis, have a di erent practical and theoretical meaning.

Com-

putational visualization technology was developed essentially to repair new or existing
data acquisition from surfaces under reconstruction due to damage or lack of visual
precision. Data obtained from scanners or cameras contain noise due to mechanic or
electromagnetic perturbation during the information acquisition show a bad visual quality. Industries like gaming, filmmaking, and advertising are samples of businesses that
require perfect visualization. Computational mechanical analysis require a real model
even if imperfect. Unfortunately, the methods to repair and visualize the models that
have been used, and are still in operation, change the original shape of the model damaging any mathematical data obtained during analysis. Visualization of surfaces using
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mesh simplification like decimation or re-tiling eliminates vertex, edges and faces to simplify the model adding a new mesh using a local re-triangulation. The patching method
eliminates intrinsic areas like corners or smooth angles that are essential and common
elements in mechanical engineering analysis.

The vertex clustering method based in

geometric proximity regroups vertices into clusters and computes new vertexes conforming a new external shape and changing the real location and value of the boundaries’
conditions. For the purpose of this work to analyze mechanical parts under an imperfect geometric model, a hierarchical octree (3D) will be used with a grid automatically
generated and purged at various levels and then converted into boundary representation.
Another method to repair imperfect geometries, especially in 3D models, is the Minkowski
approximation. It is based on a sum operation of two planar objects defined as the set
of all vectors’ sums generated by all pairs of curved points which have the same curve
normal direction and can be applied as a 3D sum of polyhedral objects which consist in
the decomposition of the polyhedral objects into convex pieces. This generates pair-wise
convex sums and computes their union. Minkowski sum of two sets Q1 and Q2 is the
set of points q1 +q2 —q1 () Q1, q2 () Q2.By definition if C1(t) = (x1(t),y1(t)) and
C2(s)=(x2(s),y2(s)) be two planar regular parametric curves. The convolution curve
C1*C2 is defined by:(C1*C2)(t)=(C1(t)+C2(s(t)). where C1’(t) is parallel to C2’(s(t)),
and [C1’(t),C2’(s(t))] are greater than zero. Minkowski sum has many applications in
the field of robot motions as a collision-free computation path that is called convolution,
computer aided design and manufacturing. For the purpose of this work, convolution
can be applied to geometrical imperfect models in order to repair the boundaries of the
models since following the definition of Minkowski sum and given two planar curved
objects as O1 and O2, their sum are defined as the set of all vector sums generated by
all pairs of points in O1 and O2. In Figure 2.5,the blue area is the Minkowski set sum of
the green and brown smaller areas. The Minkowsky sum of two planar objects considers
all points in the interiors as well as on the boundaries of the two objects. Following the
scope of this work, the Minkowsky approach could be used as a method to repair damaged models since the sum of convex curves could overlap damaged boundaries, either
exterior boundaries or interior boundaries. However, the application of this algorithm
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cou
uld modify the
t original geometrical model [51 ]; cases likee geometric repairs of th
he contou
ur for artistiic purpose can be widee acceptabl e under thee visual poin
nt of view; for the
sco
ope of this study
s
Mink
kowski sum could incurr in materiaal addition tto the geom
metrical
mo
odel, which is what we are trying to
t avoid.

gure 2.5: Minkowski
M
seet sum operration.
Fig
2.2
2

Solution Structur
re Method
d
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Fig
gure 2.6: Approximate
A
e distance fields can be constructed
d automaticcally from viirtually
all geometric representati
r
ons: (a) triaangulated suurface of thee Michelanggelo’s Davidd statue
and
d an approx
ximate distaance field to
o it. Blue c olor correspponds to thee boundary points
(distance is zeero there). (b) CAD model
m
and constructed
d approximaate distancee to its
surrface. Distan
nce field is shown in a cross sectioon. (c) App
proximate diistance fieldd to the
surrface of a hu
uman femurr constructeed from segm
mented Com
mputed Tom
mography sccans.
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2.2.1

Boundary Value Problem and its Solution Structure
The Solution Structure Method was originated by Kantorovich in 1950s. He pro-

posed a simple technique to satisfy Dirichlet boundary condition
u|∂Ω = ϕ

(2.1)

using functions that vanish on the geometric boundaries. According to Kantorovich, a
function that satisfies condition (5.3) can be written in the following form [49]:
u = ωΦ + ϕ,

(2.2)

where ω is a function that takes on zero value on the boundary ∂Ω and has non-zero gradient there; function ϕ extends Dirichlet boundary condition (5.3) inside the geometric
domain Ω. Since ω|∂Ω = 0, the boundary condition (5.3) is satisfied at all the points of
the geometric boundary exactly, regardless of the chosen function Φ. The main purpose
of Φ is to satisfy the governing equation of the problem. In order to achieve this Φ is
represented by a linear combination of the basis functions:
n

Φ=

Ci χ i .

(2.3)

i=1

Being substituted into (2.2), Φ results in a set of functions which satisfy the boundary
condition (5.3) exactly regardless of the numerical values of the degrees of freedom
{Ci }ni=1 . To find an approximate solution to the boundary value problem, any suitable
numerical method can be used. Usually application of a numerical method result in an
algebraic system whose solution assigns numerical values to the degrees of freedom.
Kantorovich method had limited applicability mostly because it was not clear
how to construct function ω that vanishes on the boundaries of complex geometric objects. With invention of R-functions by Rvachev [30, 31] in 1963 Kantorovich method
was reborn. Using R-functions it was possible to construct such functions for complex
geometric domains represented either by Constructive Solid Geometry or Boundary Representation.
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Anotherr step forwaard in the development
d
nt of the Sollution Struccture Methood was
understanding
g that approoximate disstance func tions(fields))that can b e used as ω functions. Approx
ximate distaance fields can
c be consstructed eith
her by direcct interpolaation or
leaast square fitt to the sam
mples of Eucclidean distaance to the geometric bboundary [12, 11].
Forr example, plots in Fig
gure 2.6 sh
how isolines of the app
proximate ddistance fields that
desscribe the boundary off Michelangeelo’s David statue (Figuure 2.6(a)), CAD modeel of an
ancchor plate (Figures 2.6(b)) and hu
uman femur (Figures 2..6(c)).
Also, Rv
vachev and his studentts generalizeed Kantorovvich’s methood for otheer types
of boundary conditions that includ
de Neumannn, Robin, Stefan-Bolttzmann as well as
intterface boun
ndary condiitions [31, 44,
4 47, 32, 19, 46]. Rvvachev prop osed a systtematic
waay to constru
uct solution
n structuress — approxximate solu
utions to th
he boundary value
pro
oblems thatt satisfy thee prescribed
d boundary conditionss exactly.

The main idea of

Rv
vachev’s apprroach was to
o represent solutions to
o the boundaary value prooblems by p
powers
of the
t function
ns that vaniish on the geometric
g
booundaries [332]:

This representtation is a sttraightforwaard generaliization of a classical Tayylor series, where
thee term |x − xo |, measures
m
thee distance tto the pointt xo , is repplaced by ω which
meeasures the distance to
o a set of points.
p
Sim
milarly, the kth order derivatives of the
fun
nction u in the classical Taylor series
s
are reeplaced by coe cients uk that aare kth
ord
der derivatives of the function u in the direection n noormal to th
he boundaryy of a
geo
ometric dom
main. In co
ontrast with
h a classicall Taylor serries, where the coe cieents are
con
nstants, uk (xx, y, z) in th
he expressio
on (2.4) mayy be arbitraary functionns. This also holds
wh
hen ω repressents ap- pro
oximate disttance to thee geometric boundary. Taylor series (2.4)
pro
ovides a con
nnection beetween the value of a physical fiield at any spatial poiint and
vallues of the field
f
and itss normal derrivatives preescribed on the boundaary of a geometric
dom
main. In th
he context of
o engineeriing analysis this meanss that the fuunction u given by
exp
pression (2.4
4) satisfies specified
s
bou
undary con ditions exacctly.
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Generaliized Taylor series (2.4) are used to derive solution stru
uctures for di erentt types of boundary
b
coonditions. For examplle, solution structure ffor the Neu
umann
bou
undary cond
dition

can
n be written
n as follows:
Φ1 ) + ϕω + ω 2 Φ2 ,
u = Φ1 − 1ωD ω (Φ

(2.6)

wh
here D1ω () = ∇ω · ∇()) is the firstt order di eerential opeerator in the direction normal
to the boundarry. The firsst two term
ms in expresssion (2.6) reepresent thee unspecifieed value
of the solution
n u on the domain’s
d
bou
undary. Sub
btracting 1ω Dω (Φ1 ) froom Φ1 assurres that
thee first norm
mal derivatiive of the di erence vanishes onn ∂Ω [32].

Product of the

preescribed fun
nction ϕ an
nd approxim
mate distannce field ω takes caree of the booundary
con
ndition (2.5
5), while th
he remaindeer ω 2 Φ2 gguarantees completenesss of the ssolution
stru
ucture (2.6). Un- deteermined fu
unctions Φ1 and Φ2 are usually representeed by a
lineear combinaation of thee basis functtions (2.3). In the casee when basiis functions with a
com
mpact support, such ass, for example, tensor pproduct B-spplines, are uused, the lasst term
in the solution
n structure,
S
th
he solution structure th
hat satisfiess Robin boundary
ω 2 Φ2 can be omitted. Similarly,
con
ndition

can
n be written
n as follows:
Φ) + ψω − hωΦ.
u = Φ − 1ωD ω (Φ

(2.8)

In the contex
xt of heat transfer
t
pro
oblems, funnctions h aand ψ in th
he boundaryy conditiion (2.7) in
ncorporate the ambien
nt temperat
ature of thee environmeent Tamb (p)), thermaal conductiv
vity λ(p), and
a
convecttive coe cieent α(p): h = α(p)/λ
λ(p) and ψ((p) =
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α(pp)Tamb (P )/λ
/λ(p), which are the fun
nctions of sppatial coord
dinates.
When fu
unctions ϕ, h and ψ in the boundaary conditioons (5.3, 2.5, 2.7) are sppecified
in a piecewisee manner, i.e.
i
di eren
nt functionss are prescrribed over di erent piieces of
thee boundary, these functions can be combinedd into a singgle functionn that transsfinitely
intterpolates th
he given fu
unctions [19]. Transfin
nite interpoolation combbines approoximate
disstance fieldss ωi to the portions ∂Ωi of the geom
metric bounndary ∂Ω w
with the presscribed
fun
nctions ϕi [119]:

where exponen
nts µj are used
u
for interpolating tthe functionns together with their derivativees. More in
nformation on
o transfiniite interpolaation and itts propertiees can be foound in
[19]. Transfin
nite interpollation can be
b applied to the solu
ution structu
ures as welll. For
exaample, the solution
s
stru
ucture for mixed
m
bounddary conditiions

is obtained
o
viaa transfinitee interpolatiion of the inndividual soolution strucctures:

where ω1 and ω2 are apprroximate disstance fieldss to the bouundaries ∂Ω
Ω1 and ∂Ω2 respectiveely. Sometimes anotheer solution structure th
hat satisfiess mixed bouundary con
nditions
(2.1
10) is used:

wh
here ω is a distance
d
fielld to the wh
hole geomettric boundarry, and ω1 iis a distancee field
to the Dirichleet boundary
y.
2.2
2.2

Treattment of the
t
di ere
ential equa
ation
As we have
h
discusssed earlier, using solutiion structurres to repreesent the ph
hysical
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fields being modeled enables exact treatment of the prescribed boundary conditions.
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Fig
gure 2.7: Heat transferr in a 2D heat
h
sink: ((a) Temperaature of 1000◦ C is speciified at
thee bottom ed
dge of the geeometric do
omain, and cconvective h
heat exchannge is given on the
restt of the bou
undaries. Approximate
A
e distance ffields to (b)) Dirichlet aand (c) con
nvective
bou
undaries. (d
d) Temperatture distribu
ution prediccted by the solution strructure metthod.
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The governing
g equation of a problem
m can be ssatisfied by a proper chhoice of thee undeterrmined funcctions Φ, Φ1 and Φ2 in
n the solutiion structurres. If thesee functions can be
dettermined preecisely we have
h
the exaact solution of the probllem. Unforttunately, it ccan be
don
ne only in a few special cases. In prractical situ
uations, how
wever, the un
ndetermined
d functions are apprroximated by
b a linear combination
c
n of the bassis functionss {χi }Ni=1 (2
2.3).In
thiis case, each
h solution structure
s
deefines a set of functionns that satiisfy the prescribed
bou
undary conditions. Ap
pplication of an approp
priate solutiion method makes it p
possible
to determine numerical
n
values
v
of the degrees oof freedom iin (2.3)such that the ssolution
stru
ucture prov
vides the besst approxim
mation to thee governing equation off the problem
m. Soluttion structurre method does
d
not restrict the chooice of the bbasis functioons or the ssolution
meethod used to computee numerical value of th
he degrees oof freedom. It has beeen successsfully impleemented ussing polynom
mials (classsical and trrigonometricc), tensor p
product
B-ssplines, as well
w as finitte element basis
b
functioons in conjuunction witth Galerkin,, Least
Squ
uares and collocation
c
methods [334, 36, 44, 47, 12, 46, 42]. For eexample, G
Galerkin
meethod is ofteen used for solving
s
heatt conduction problems. Applied to Laplace equ
uation

∇2 u = 0 with
h mixed bou
undary conditions (2.1 0) combinaation of the solution strructure
and
d Galerkin methods produces a system
s
of llinear algebbraic equations AC = B in
wh
hich the elem
ments of thee conductiviity matrix aand the loadd vector aree computed
d using
thee following expressions:
e
:

wh
here u1 = ϕ − 1ωDω2 (ϕ)
( − hϕω + ψω is a portion of tthe solution
n structure w
which
sattisfies the no
on-homogen
neous bound
dary conditiions. The soolution struccture operator
traansforms
thee chosen baasis function
ns {χi }Ni=1 into a new system of basis functtions {ξi }Ni==1 that
sattisfy homogeeneous boun
ndary condiitions of thee same typee:
ξi = ω1 χi − 1ωD ω2 (ω1 χi ) − hω1 ωχi .
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Application of the solution strructure metthod to stru
ructural anaalysis probleems is
often formulatted as balance between the work pperformed byy the extern
nal forces annd the
pottential energ
gy of the ellastic deform
mation:

wh
here u = (u
( x , uy , uz )T is a displaacement veector, strainn ϵ and strress σ are second
ord
der tensor quantities
q
represented
r
by six-dim
mensional veectors accorrding to thee Voigt
nottation. Bou
undary cond
ditions are foormulated aas the prescrribed displaacements speecified
oveer boundary Γu and thee traction lo
oad specifie d on the booundary Γt . In addition
n to the
bou
undary forcces the geom
metric model can be subbject to thee body (grav
vity) force F .
To satissfy the kineematic (esseential) bounndary condiition displaccement u ccan be
rep
presented by
y the follow
wing solution
n structure

wh
here ω x , ω y , ω z are funcctions that vanish
v
on th
he boundariees on whichh essential b
boundaryy conditions are
a prescribeed: and vectoor valued funcction u* = (uu*r, u*y, u*z)T interpolatees
all non-zero displacementts in x, y an
nd z coordin
nate directioons respectively. Desiggnating
(ω x , ω y , ω z )T χi as the neew basis functions η i that satisfyy homogeneeous Dirichllet (essen
ntial) bound
dary conditiions, the sy
ystem of thee linear algeebraic equattions, from which
num
merical valu
ues of the deegrees of freeedom C i arre determineed, can be w
written as ffollows
[122]:
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wh
here B denotes the matrix of derivaatives, also kknown as th
he strain-dissplacement m
matrix,
so that ϵ = B[u],
B
and D representts the stres s-strain maatrix so tha
at σ = Dϵ. Weak
forrmulations of
o boundary value prob
blems (2.13, 2.16) requiire numericaal integratioon over
thee given geometric dom
main which is performeed by usingg the integrration latticce rules
tha
at place inteegration poiints inside the
t geometriic model.
Besides weak form
mulations, th
he solution structure m
method cann be used iin conjun
nction with the collocaation metho
od [42]. In this case, solution strructure is uused to
sattisfy the preescribed bou
undary con
nditions whiile the goveerning equattion is enforced at
thee collocation
n points alloocated insidee the geomeetric domainn. Our num
merical experriments
sug
ggest that using
u
solutioon structurees to enforcee the prescriibed boundaary conditioons impro
oves converg
gence of thee approximaate solutionss and may rresult in a b
better condittioned
alg
gebraic systeem [45].

gure 2.8: Loaded 2D ccantilever beeam.
Fig

(a)

(b)

Fig
gure 2.9: Diistance field
ds to the fixeed boundariees: (a) in a horizontal direction annd (b)
in vertical direection.
2.2
2.3

Exam
mples of Application
A
n of SSM to Engineeering Pro
oblems
Let us demonstrate
d
e an applicaation of the Solution Sttructure Metthod to heaat con-

ducction and plane stress analysis prooblems.
For heaat transfer problems,
p
leet us considder heat coonduction inn a 2D heaat sink
wh
hich is shown
n in Figure 2.8(a). A temperature
t
e of 100◦ C iis specified on the boun
ndary
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig
gure 2.10: Computation
C
nal results provided
p
by the solutioon structure method: (aa) horizon
ntal compon
nent of the displacemen
d
nt vector; (bb) vertical coomponent oof the displaacement
vecctor; (c) maagnitude of the
t displaceement; (d) vvon Mises sttress
∂Ω
Ω1 . On the rest
r
of boun
ndaries, conv
vective heatt exchange is given:

The specified values of th
he convection
n coe cientt, α and am
mbient temp erature, Tammb are
10

W
m2 K

is 200
2

and 20
2 ◦ C respectiively. The heat condu
uctivity, λ, oof the mateerial (Alumiinum)
W
mK

. The
T SSM soolution proccedure startts with anaalyzing the type of boundary

con
nditions and
d constructio
on of the soolution stru
ucture that eenforces theem. In our ccase we
willl represent temperaturre, T , using
g a solution structure ((2.11) that ssatisfies thee mixed
bou
undary conditions (3.1). The solu
ution structu
ure (2.11) ccontains app
proximate d
distance
fiellds ω1 and ω2 that vaanish on thee boundariees where Dirichlet andd Robin boundary
con
nditions are prescribed. These fun
nctions are cconstructed using the ooriginal geom
metric
rep
presentation
n. In our casse, ω1 and ω2 are constrructed from the Boundaary Representation
of the
t geometrric domain in
i Figure 2.7(a). Plots in Figures 22.7(b) and ((c) present iisolines
of ω1 and ω2 respectively
y. Blue colo
or in these plots illustrrates the poosition of th
he zero
set of the app
proximate distance
d
fiellds. Once aapproximatee distance ffields and ssolution
stru
ucture are constructed
c
, application
n of Galerkiin method rresults in ann algebraic system
AC
C = B in wh
hich elemen
nts of the maatrix A and vector B aare computeed using exp
pression
(2.13).The num
merical solu
ution of the algebraic pproblem deliivers numerrical values of the
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deg
grees of freeedom in thee solution sttructure. Finnally, the soolution, T , can be com
mputed
and
d visualized
d. Figure 2.7
7(d) illustraates distribu
ution of the computed ttemperature.
The nex
xt example illustrates
i
application
a
oof the solutiion structurre method to
o plane
streess analysis problems. Geometry of a cantileever beam, aapplied loadd and fixations are
sho
own in Figu
ure 2.8. Geometric
G
boundary shhown in redd is fixed inn both coordinate
directions whiile the boun
ndary green
n is fixed inn the horizoontal directtion only. T
To saty the kinem
matic boundaary conditioons the com
mponents off the displaccement vector are
isfy
rep
presented by
y the follow
wing solution
n structures :
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As in the previous examples, approximate distance fields ω1 and ω2 are constructed
from Boundary Representation of the geometric domain shown in Figure 2.8.
Their isolines are shown in Figures 2.9(a) and (b). The plots in blue correspond
to the boundaries whose motion is restricted in horizontal and vertical directions.
The basis functions χi are chosen to be tensor product B-splines defined over 60
× 30 uniform Cartesian grid.
Application of the solution method results in numerical values of the degrees of
freedom
Ci1 and Ci2 . Substituting them back into solution structures (3.2) we can evaluate
and
visualize the components of the displacement vector as well as the distribution
of the von Mises stress (see plots in Figure 2.10).
2.2.4

Observations
As we have seen,the solution method,

which enforces the governing

equation of the problem, requires sampling integration or collocation points inside
the geometric model.It

can be done relatively easily if the geometric model

constitutes a valid solid model.In the presence of the geometric imperfections
(holes, dangling boundaries,

self- intersecting boundaries

etc.),

notions of

”inside” and ”outside” are not defined.As a result, this precludes application of
the solution method that enforces the governing equation.In the next section,we
will describe a geometrically adaptive integration tech- nique that can be used to
sample integration/collocation points inside geometric domains with geometric
imperfections without performing computationally expensive geometry
healing.
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CHAPTER 3
PROOF OF CONCEPT: ENGINEERING ANALYSIS IN 2D IMPRECISE
GEOMETRIC MODELS
3.0.5

Geometrically adaptive integration
In [43, 22] we described a geometrically adaptive volumetric integration technique

which can be used in conjunction with the solution structure method to assemble the
algebraic system. The integration process starts with an allocation of a Cartesian grid
over the geometric model. The grid is constructed in a such way that the its cells are
aligned with the supports of the basis functions (Figure 3.1(a)). Once cells are allocated,
they are classified with respect to their position relative to the geometric model. This
classification splits the cells into three groups: external, internal, and geometry cells.
It can be performed by analyzing the positions of the cells vertices with respect to the
geometric model. For example, all vertices of the external cells have to be located outside
of the geometric model. Similarly, all vertices of an internal cell must be situated inside
the geometric model. Geometry cells have some of their vertices inside the geometric
model and some outside. A grid cell can also be classified as a geometry cell if it encloses
the boundaries of a geometric domain while having all its vertices inside or outside the
geometric domain.
Once the classification phase is over, the integration points are allocated in internal and
geometry cells, and numerical integration is performed. During the integration phase
external cells are simply ignored. Since internal cells are rectangles in 2D and cuboids
3D, the integration points in these cells are placed in accordance with lattice integration
rules [29]. Allocation of the integration points in geometry cells, due to their arbitrary
geometric shape, requires special attention. As we demonstrated in [22], a proper space
parameterization in geometry cells can substantially reduce the integration error The
choice of the space parametrization depends on how the geometric boundary intersects
the integration cell [43, 22].. In our implementation of the geometrically adaptive integration we use a cell classification similar to the one employed by the marching cubes
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tecchnique [21]. Basic typ
pes of the 2D
2 intersecttion cases (uup to symm
metry and rrotation
traansformation
n) are presen
nted in Figu
ure 3.1(b). D
Depending oon the type of the interrsection
casse di erent space parameterization
ns are emplloyed. For example, a polar coordinate
sysstem is used
d if the inteegration cell has one oor three verttices inside the geomettric domaain, as show
wn in Figurre 3.1(c). In
I the otheer cases, Caartesian cooordinates arre used
to allocate thee integratioon points. To
T integratte in 3D spaace sphericaal, cylindriccal and
Caartesian coorrdinate systems are em
mployed. Som
me intersecttion cases arre ambiguouus (like
thee right-mostt case in Fig
gure 3.1(b))) — The poositions of iinternal andd external v
vertices
allo
ow multiplee intersectioon configuraations. In ssuch cases, the ambigu
uity is resollved by
app
plying hieraarchical subd
divisions to the cell. Thhe cells are also hierarchhically subd
divided
if they
t
contain
n small geo
ometric featu
ures [22]. F
Figure 3.1(dd) illustrates allocation
n of the
inttegration pooints inside geometric
g
domain
d
show
wn in Figuree 2.8.
This geeometrically adaptive integration assumes th
hat the geom
metric moddel provid
des the ability to comp
pute a Poin
nt Membersship Classifi
fication (PM
MC) — a fuunction
tha
at returns a relative poosition of a given
g
point in the space with respeect to the ggeometric model. Mo
ost geometrric engines support PM
MC computtations for vvalid solid m
models.
In the presencce of geometric imperffections, diirect compu
utation of tthe PMC b ecomes
possible and
d the geomeetric model requires heealing.
imp
3.0
0.6

Exam
mples of Application
A
n of SSM to Engineeering Pro
oblems
Let us demonstrate
d
e an applicaation of the Solution Sttructure Meethod to heeat con-

ducction and plane stress analysis pro
oblems. Connsider heat conduction in a 2D heeat sink
wh
hich is shown
n in Figure 2.8(a). A temperature
t
e of 100◦ C iis specified on the boun
ndary
∂Ω
Ω1 . On the rest
r
of boun
ndaries conv
vective heatt exchange iis given:
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Fig
gure 3.1: (aa) Hierarchiccal space decompositioon is imposeed over the geometric d
domain
in Figure
F
2.8. (b) Basic ty
ypes of the 2D intersecction cases ((up to symm
metry and rotation
transformation
n). (c) Alloocation of the
t integrattion points in the inteegration cellls. (d)
Possitions of th
he integratioon points in
n the geomettric domain shown in F
Figure 2.8.
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The specified values of th
he convection
n coe cientt, α and am
mbient temp erature, Tammb are
10

W
m2 K

200
0

W
mK

and 20◦ C respectiively. The heat
h
conducctivity, λ, off the materiial (Aluminuum) is
. Thee SSM soluttion procedu
ure starts w
with analyziing the typ e of the booundary

con
nditions and
d constructio
on of the soolution stru
ucture that eenforces theem. In our ccase we
willl represent temperaturre, T , using
g solution sstructure (22.11) that ssatisfies thee mixed
bou
undary conditions (3.1). The solu
ution structu
ure (2.11) ccontains app
proximate d
distance
fiellds ω1 and ω2 that vaanish on thee boundariees where Dirichlet andd Robin boundary
con
nditions are prescribed.. These fun
nctions are constructed
d using the original geoometric
rep
presentation
n. In our casse ω1 and ω2 are constrructed from
m Boundary Representaation of
thee geometric domain in Figure 2.7((a). Plots inn Figures 22.7(b) and ((c) present iisolines
of ω1 and ω2 respectively.
r
The plots in blue illu
ustrates the position of the zero sett of the
app
proximate distance
d
fieelds. Once approximatte distance fields and solution strructure
aree constructeed, applicatiion of Galerrkin methodd results in an algebraic system AC = B
in which elem
ments of the matrix A and
a vector B are comp
puted using expression (2.13).
Nu
umerical sollution of th
he algebraic problem ddelivers num
merical valuues of the d
degrees
of freedom in the solutioon structuree. Finally, the solutioon, T , can be computted and
vissualized. Fig
gure 2.7(d) illustrates distribution
d
n of the com
mputed temp
perature.
The nex
xt example illustrates
i
application
a
oof the solutiion structurre method to
o plane
streess analysis problems. Geometry of a cantileever beam, aapplied loadd and fixations are
sho
own in Figu
ure 2.8. Geometric
G
boundary shhown in redd is fixed inn both coordinate
directions whiile the greeen boundary
y is fixed inn the horizoontal directtion only. T
To saty the kinem
matic boundaary conditiions the com
mponents of the displaacement vecctor are
isfy
rep
presented by
y the follow
wing solution
n structures :
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As in the prev
vious examp
ple, approxim
mate distannce fields ω1 and ω2 aree constructeed from
Boundary Rep
presentation
n of the geo
ometric dom
main shown in Figure 22.8. Their iisolines
aree shown in Figures
F
2.9((a) and (b). Plots in bblue corresp ond to the boundaries whose
mootion is resttricted in horizontal
h
an
nd vertical directions. The basis functions χi are
cho
osen to be tensor pro
oduct B-sp
plines definned over 600 × 30 uuniform Caartesian
grid.
Ap
pplication off the solutioon method results
r
in nuumerical valuues of the ddegrees of freeedom
Ci1 and Ci2 . Substituting them back into solutioon structurees (3.2) we can evaluatte and
vissualize the components
c
s of the disp
placement vvector as weell as the d
distribution of the
von
n Mises streess (see plotts in Figure 2.10).

Figure 3.2
2: A 2D steeady-state heat
h
transferr problem w
with imperfeect geometry
y.
3.0
0.7

Integ
gration ove
er domain
ns with geo
eometric im
mperfectio
ons
In orderr to place in
ntegration nodes
n
in geeometrically imprecise models, thee PMC

vallues have to
o be computted at the nodes of hierrarchical spaace decomp
position. Thhe presencce of gaps and
a self-inteersections of the geomeetric boundaary cause P
PMC compu
utation
to fail. Since traditional methods of
o repairing geometric models cann be compu
utationally
y expensivee, we propose a method of handliing geomettric imperfections whicch does
nott alter the original geo
ometry. In this work, a hybrid ggeometric m
model is em
mployed,
com
mposed of hierarchical
h
space
s
decom
mposition, B
Boundary reppresentation
n (B-rep) annd dis34

Fig
gure 3.3: (aa) Heatsink
k with initiaal Cartesian
n grid (bluee), one application of geometry
y cell subdiv
vision and marked
m
regu
ular (gray) and irregullar geometryy cells (ligh
ht red).
(b) Closure of gaps and non-manifo
old boundarry removal using hierarchical spaace decom
mposition: closing liness (dashed liines) are co nverted intoo the closinng cells (darkk red).
No
on-manifold boundaries are removeed by reverssing the vallue of the in
ntersection flag for
celll edges.
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gure 3.5: (aa) PMC values compu
uted for thee geometric model in F
Figure 3.2. Filled
Fig
circcles designaate internal points, wh
hile non-filleed ones corrrespond to the points outside
thee geometric model. (b
b) Integratioon points aare placed uusing both original geoometric
mo
odel and clo
osing lines.
tan
nce fields. The
T idea beh
hind the pro
oposed apprroach is quiite simple. In order to enable
PM
MC computaations, the geometric domain
d
needds to be cloosed in one of these av
vailable
rep
presentation
ns. In our im
mplementattion we use hierarchicaal space deccomposition
n to resollve all geom
metric inacccuracies, wh
hile the origginal unrepaaired modeel is used llater to
alloocate the in
ntegration points.
p
The integratioon process over impreccise geomettric models starts with
h the construction
of a Cartesian
n grid insidee the boundiing box thaat encloses tthe geometrric model (F
Figure
3.3
3(a)). Once the grid is constructed
d, the geomeetric boundaaries are raasterized (piixelized
in 2D
2 and voxelized in 3D
D) over the grid
g cells usiing scan-connversion algorithms [9]. In our
datta structuree the cells which
w
contaiin or interseect with thee boundariess of the geoometric
mo
odel are maarked as thee geometry cells. In F
Figure 3.3, geometry ccells are shhown in
graay and red colors. To
o increase the accuraccy of the rrasterized reepresentatioon, the
geo
ometry cellss can be hieerarchically subdividedd into subceells. If the original geoometric
mo
odel contain
ns geometric defects or imprecisionss, they are aalso inherited by the rassterized
rep
presentation
n. To remove geometric defects andd enable PM
MC computaations at thee nodes
of a hierarchicaal space deccomposition
n the geomeetry cells aree further claassified into regular
and
d irregular cells.
c
The edges of regu
ular cells havve an even number of iintersection
ns with
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the geometric boundaries. In addition, each edge of a regular cell may not intersect the
boundary more than once. These conditions correspond to the continuous boundary
— the boundary enter, crosses comes the cell and goes out. Regular cells appear in
gray in Figure 3.3. In the cases when cell’s edges have multiple intersections with
the geometric boundary such cells are hierarchically subdivided until this artifact is
removed. Irregular geometry cells (shown in light red in Figure 3.3) mark the locations
of geometric defects, such as, for example, gaps and non-manifold boundaries which
have an odd number of intersections with the boundary of the geometric model. In
general if additional information of the geometry is not supplied we are going to use a
straight segment line. After hierarchical space decomposition is built, we cycle through
the list of irregular geometry cells and connect each closest-pair with a line, which will
be referred to as the closing line. For brevity, we connect the cells center-to-center,
though there is no restriction on the end point locations. Once a closing line has been
generated, it is rasterized using scan-conversion algorithms on the existing hierarchical
space decomposition. All grid cells that intersect the closing line will be referred to as
closing cells and the edge intersection flags of these cells are set appropriately. For gaps,
the appropriate edge intersection flag is set to true and for self-intersections, the edge
intersection flag is reversed (see Figure 3.3(b)). This 2-step process of generate-thenintersect is applied to all pairs of irregular geometry cells. It is important to point out
two aspects of this method: first, the original geometric definition remains unchanged
and second, each closing line is generated locally in the hierarchical space decomposition
and discarded immediately after placement of the integration nodes.
In this study based in models with geometric imperfections we have considered gaps with
relative small dimensions. One of the major problems in computational geometry is the
closest pair problem , that is based to find a pair of points with the smallest distance
between them. It was considered among the major geometric problems at the origins
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of the study of computational complexity of geometric algorithms. Find the shortest
distance between two points is reduced to the time required in an Euclidean space and
following an algebraic decision tree model of computation. It is possible to compute
the distances between all the n(n − 1)/2 pairs of points and then pick the pair with
the smaller distance.

The

following references contains well known algorithms

commonly
used .[35],[10],[25].
Once the geometric model is closed in the hierarchical space decomposition representation,PMC computation can proceed. It starts from one of the vertices of the bounding
box at which the user specifies the PMC value. For definiteness, let us start from the
left bottom corner of the bounding box. Also, let us assume that this vertex lies outside
of the geometric model. Now we will take a look at a cell of the hierarchical space
decomposition that contains that vertex (Figure 3.4). Starting from the point at which
the PMC value is known, we visit other vertices of the cell while taking into account
whether or not the cell edges intersect the boundary or a closing line. Each edge of a cell
reserves an intersection flag in the data structure. It is set when the edge intersects with
the geometric boundary or a closing line. For example, the intersection flag for the edge
AB (Figure 3.4)is not set. This means that point B has the same PMC value as point
A. When the intersection flag is set, like for the edge BC, the PMC values at the end
points of the edge have the opposite values. This means that the PMC value at point
C should be set to “inside”. Similarly, because the edge AD does not intersect, neither
geometric boundary nor a closing line, the PMC value at the point D coincides with the
PMC value at point A. Once PMC values at all vertices of a cell are determined, they
are propagated to the neighboring cells in a similar manner.
Figure 3.5(a) illustrates the final distribution of the PMC values at the nodes of the
hierarchical space decomposition.
After the PMC values of all grid nodes have been determined, allocation of integration
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nodes can begin. For internal cells and regular geometry cells, integration nodes are
allocated in the same manner as with perfect geometric models. Irregular geometry cells
and closing cells can be treated as external cells (no integration nodes), internal cells
(filled with integration nodes), or regular geometry cells (partially filled with nodes).
In this work, we use the third option. Both the geometry and the closing line(s) are
used to allocate integration nodes. In the closing cells, integration nodes are allocated
as in regular geometry cells where the ”geometry” is the closing line. In the irregular
geometry cells, integration nodes are allocated using a line whose end-points are the
points where the geometry and closing line intersect the cell. It is important to note
that though other end-point combinations are possible, our combination is easily carried
into 3D problems without modification.
Figure 3.5(b) illustrates the final placement of the integration nodes. The plot of the
resulting temperature distribution is presented in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Distribution of the temperature field in imprecise geometric model shown in
Figure 3.2.
3.1

Numerical experiments
The main purpose of the numerical experiments discussed in this Section are to

investigate the behavior of the proposed analysis technique in the presence of several
di erent types of imperfections as well as the sensitivity of the modeling results to the size
of the geometric imperfections. As before, we will limit our discussion to consideration
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Fig
gure 3.7: Heeat transfer in geometriically imperrfect model of a heat ssink: (a) geoometric
mo
odel and bo
oundary coonditions; an
nd (b) resoolution of ggeometric im
mperfections on a
hieerarchical sp
pace decomp
position.

(a)

(b)

gure 3.8: Temperature
T
e distributioons in imperrfect geomeetric model shown in F
Figure
Fig
3.7
7(a) obtaineed using biquadratic
b
B-splines ddefined oveer uniform 35×35 ((coarse)
Caarte- sian grrid: (a) with
hout subdiv
viding the ggeometry ceells; (b) witth two hieraarchical
sub
bdi- visions of the geom
metry cells.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Temperature distributions in imperfect geometric model shown in Figure
3.7(a) obtained using biquadratic B-splines defined over uniform 70×70 (fine)
Cartesian grid: (a) without subdividing the geometry cells; (b) with two hierarchical
subdivisions of the geometry cells.
of heat transfer and structural analysis problems.
3.1.1

Heat conduction in an imperfect geometric model of a heat sink
Let us start with considering a steady heat transfer problem in the geometric do-

main shown in Figure 3.7(a). In this example we will use the same boundary conditions
and material properties as in the heat transfer example on page 31. This time, however,
the geometric model has four gaps of di erent sizes and three non-manifold boundary
pieces. Plots in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the temperature distributions obtained
using the proposed approach.

In this numerical experiment coarse 35×35 (Figure

3.8) and fine 70×70 (Figure 3.9) Cartesian grids of biquadratic B-splines have been
used.The temperature distributions shown in Figures 3.8(a) and 3.9(a) were obtained
without hi- erarchical subdivision of the geometry cells. To model the temperature
distributions shown in Figures 3.8(b) and 3.9(b) the geometry cells were twice
subdivided. Figure
3.7(b) illustrates resolution of the geometric imperfections on a coarse 35×35 grid.
The non-manifold boundary at the bottom-right corner was removed and gaps were
closed according to the algorithm we described in Section 3.0.7. The closing lines in
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Figgure 3.7(b) are shown
n with red dashed linne.

The aalgorithm, however, ddid not

rem
move two non-manifold
n
d boundariees in the uppper-left coorner of thee geometric model.
Insstead, irreg-- ular cells were
w
conneccted by a cclosing line. This happpened becauuse the
celll containingg the interrsection point of twoo boundariees was connsidered to
o be a
reg
gular cell siince it had an even nu
umber of inttersections with the geeometric booundary.
Fig
gures 3.8(a) and (b) alsso illustratee allocation of the integration poin
nts near geometric
imp
perfections. As we can
n see, the orriginal geom
metric bounndaries, as w
well as the closing
linees, particip
pate in thee positionin
ng

of thee integratioon

points.

Two levvels of

hieerarchical su
ubdivisions of the geom
metry cells ((Figure 3.8(b)) result in denser cloud of
thee integratioon points near
n
originaal geometricc boundariies.

Densser grids oof basis

fun
nctions and
d/or subdiv
visions of the geomeetry cells reesult in connverging nuumerical
solutions.

Co
omparison of temperaature distrib
bution in F
Figure 2.7((d) with th
hose in

Fig
gures 3.8 an
nd 3.9 reveeals a noticceable dif- fference betw
ween solutiions obtain
ned for
perrfect and imperfect
i
geometric
g
models.
m

Th
his can be eexplained byy the fact tthat we

asssumed the heat
h
insulattion on the closing bou
und- aries. These bouundary con
nditions
aree natural fo
or Galerkin method an
nd do not reequire any additional ttreatment. As we
willl demonstrrate in ourr next exam
mple, as tthe size of geometric imperfectionns gets
sm
maller the modeling
m
ressults converrge to the ones obtain
ned in the perfect geometric
moodels.
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Figure 3.1
10: 2D canttilever beam
m with geom
metric defectts.

3.1
1.2

2D stress
s
anallysis in ge
eometricallly imperfe
ect cantile
ever beam
In this numerical
n
ex
xperiment we
w will invesstigate behavvior of the pproposed an
nalysis

tecchnique wheen it is appliied to stresss analysis prroblems in iimperfect m
multiple-conn
nected

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )

Fig
gure 3.11: Results
R
of sttructural an
nalysis of a 22D cantilevver beam wiith large geoometric
deffects: (a) magnitude
m
off the displaccement vecttor and (b) distribution
n of the vonn Mises
streess obtained
d using a coarse 35×15 uniform
m Cartesian
n grid of biq
quadratic B--splines
witth no subdiv
vision of thee geometry cells. (c) M
Magnitude oof the displaacement vecctor and
(d)) distributioon of the von
v
Mises stress obtaained usingg a coarse 35×15 uuniform
Caartesian grid
d of biquad
dratic B-sp
plines with
h two hierrarchical suubdivision of the
geo
ometry cells. (e) Magn
nitude of th
he displacem
ment vectorr and (f ) d
distribution of the
von
n Mises stress obtained
d using a fine
fi 75×255 uniform C
Cartesian ggrid of biqu
uadratic
B-ssplines with
h two hierarcchical subdiivision of th
he geometryy cells.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: Results of structural analysis of a 2D cantilever beam with small geometric
defects: (a) magnitude of the displacement vector and (b) distribution of the von Mises
stress obtained using a fine 75×25 uniform Cartesian grid of biquadratic B-splines
with two hierarchical subdivision of the geometry cells.
geometric domain with curvilinear boundaries. We will also explore how the numerical
solution depends on the size of the geometric imperfections that include disconnected
and non-manifold boundaries.
Figure 3.10 illustrates an imperfect geometric domain with load and fixations applied
to its boundaries.

In this numerical experiment we used two geometric models with

di erent size of the geometric imperfections. The first model exhibits large gaps and
dangling boundaries. Distributions of the magnitude of the displacement vector and von
Mises stress computed in this geometric domain are presented in Figure 3.11. To perform computations coarse 35×15 (Figures 3.11(a)-(d)) and fine 75×25 (Figures
3.11(e)
and (f )) uniform Cartesian grids of biquadratic B-splines have been used. Analysis of
the plots in Figure 3.11 reveals that convergence in the displacements is achieved with
increase of the grid density and level of hierarchical subdivision of the geometry cells.
We can also see that the numerical solution with larger approximation space (Figures
3.11(e) and (f )) provide better approximation of the stresses.
Comparing plots in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 2.10 we observe that as the size of the geometric imperfections decreases the displacements in imperfect geometric domains converge
to those computed in a geometrically perfect domain. Comparisons of the stress distributions illustrate that the stresses are more sensitive to the presence of the geometric
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imp
perfections since geom
metric defectts play a roole in the sttress concenntrators. Hoowever,
thee presence of
o geometricc defects do
oes not havve a global e ect on sttress distrib
butions.
Strresses demonstrate elev
vated values locally, neaar the locattions of the geometric iimperfecctions.

Figure
F
3.13:: Heat transsfer in geom
metrically im
mperfect moodel.

3.2
2

Conclusions and Future Diirections
The pro
oposed num
merical techn
nique enablles engineerring analysiss in impreccise ge-

om
metric models without applying coomputation
nally expenssive geometrry or meshh repair
pro
ocedures. The
T key featture of our approach iis a modifieed geometriccally adapttive numeerical integrration proceedure which
h is based on the abillity to com
mpute PMC values
at the nodes of hierarchiical space decompositi
d
ion even inn the presennce of geom
metrical
imp
perfections and inaccu
uracies.

Th
he developedd algorithm
ms use the original geoometric

rep
presentation
n wherever possible
p
(in regular geoometry cells). In irregullar geometryy cells,
inttegration pooints are plaaced based on the locaation of thee original annd closing boundariees.

Distorttions caused
d by the mismatched
m
original annd closing bboundaries can be

con
ntrolled by a proper seelection of th
he subdivis ion level off the irregullar geometryy cells.
The proposed numerical approach
a
o ers compleetely autom
mated solutioon procedure. The
imp
plemented algorithms
a
automatical
a
lly detect ggeometric im
mperfections and close the geom
metric modell for the vollume integraation. The only inform
mation the uuser has to p
provide
is the
t size of the initial Cartesian grid,
g
which is also useed to constrruct a grid of the
B-sspline basis functions and subdiviision levels for the geoometry cells. As an ooption,
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Fig
gure 3.14: Results
R
of coomputer sim
mulation of tthe temperaature field inn geometricc model
sho
own in Figu
ure 3.13: (aa) coarse iniitial integraation grid reesults in relatively largge cells
tha
at contain th
he valid geo
ometric boun
ndary as weell as the cloosing line. T
The latter rremoves
thee correspond
ding integraation cells and
a splits th
he geometricc domain in
nto two partts. The
inttegration ceells are show
wn here in gray color. (b) Temp erature disttribution ob
btained
usiing the integgration cellss in Figure 3.14(a).
3
(c) Hierarchicaal subdivisioon of the geometry
cellls makes it possible to separate th
he geometricc boundary and the cllosing line. In this
casse the closin
ng line closses the geom
metric bounndary. Thee integratioon cells are shown
herre in gray color.
c
(d) Temperature
T
distributioon obtained using the iintegration cells in
Fig
gure 3.14(c)).
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gure 3.15: (a)
( Closing line (shown as a red daashed line) iintersects th
he original ggeometFig
ric boundary. (b) Tempeerature distrribution in the geometrric domain in Figure 33.15(a).
nother boun
ndary piece to the geoometric moddel in Figurre 3.15(a) cchanges
(c) Adding an
thee way how the
t closing lines are crreated. Now
w they do n
not intersectt with the ooriginal
geo
ometric bou
undaries. (d)) Temperatture distribu
ution in the geometric domain in F
Figure
3.15(c).
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di erent subdivision levels of the regular and irregular geometry cells can be specified.
Combined with the solution structure method, our numerical technique makes it possible to use spatial meshes that do not necessarily conform to the shape of geometric
models while enforcing the prescribed boundary conditions using solution structures as
we discussed in
Section 2.2. The meshfree nature of the method and its ability to handle geometric
imperfections result in a much higher geometric flexibility in comparison with the traditional analysis tools.
Numerical examples presented in Section 3.1have demonstrated high reliability in handling imperfections in the geometric models. The proposed approach can handle the
majority of the real-world imperfections such as gaps, and self-intersecting boundaries,
as well as being able to remove non-manifold boundary pieces. Our volume integration
algorithms were designed with an assumption that the geometric imperfections are small
in comparison with the size of the geometric domain. However, the conducted numerical
experiments confirmed that even large geometric imperfections can be handled by our
integration algorithms. We would also like to draw attention to a couple of special cases
which require close consideration. First, let us take a look at the geometric model in
Figure 3.13. This non-closed geometric model results in two irregular cells which are
very close to the geometric boundary. The way this geometric imperfection is handled
depends on the size of the initial Cartesian grid and the specified level of geometry cells
subdivision. If the integration cells are large enough to contain both the boundary of the
original geometric domain and the closing line, the latter causes elimination of such cells
from the numerical integration. Figure 3.14(a) illustrates the location of the integration
cells, original geometry and the closing line. The simulated temperature field is shown
in Figure 3.14(b). It demonstrates that the geometric domain was disconnected in two
rectangular parts. However, if a finer initial grid is used or if the depth of the geometry
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cells subdivisions is chosen such that the original geometric boundary and the closing
line do not appear in the same cells, the integration algorithm closes the gap in the
geometry as expected (Figure 3.14(c)), and the resulting temperature field is presented
in Figure 3.14(d).
Figure 3.15(a) illustrates another special case when the closing line intersect with the
boundary of the original geometric model. This case contradicts our initial assumption
about the small size of geometric imperfections and, if processed, may lead to unexpected
results, as shown in Figure 3.15(b). Cases such as this one, however, can be easily
detected by testing whether the closing boundaries intersect with the boundary of the
original geometric model. If the intersection is detected, a warning message is generated.
Then the user has either to accept the modeling results (if they have a sense) or modify
the geometric model in a such way that the closing boundaries do not intersect with the
original geometric boundaries as it is shown in Figure 3.15(c). Figure 3.15(d) presents
distribution of the corresponding temperature field.
The proposed algorithm removes non-manifold boundaries if there is only one nonmanifold boundary piece is attached to a corner of a geometric model. In the case of two
or more non-manifold boundaries attached to the model’s boundary at the same point
(see Figures 3.7(a) and 3.16(a)), the proposed method creates an “attachment” that can
clearly be observed in Figure 3.8. Creation of such attachment can be prevented if two
additional irregular geometry cells are placed in the cell which has four edge-boundary
intersections as illustrated in Figure 3.16(b). The closing lines connect irregular cells
with one edge-boundary intersection with the irregular cells with four edge-boundary
intersections. The closing lines passing through the cells which contain the non-manifold
boundary pieces reverse intersection flags on the cells edges. As a result the non-manifold
boundary pieces are removed and an attachment is not created (Figure 3.16(c)).
When a simulation of the physical fields in imprecise geometric domains is performed, the
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(c)
Fig
gure 3.16: Resolution
R
of
o non-maniffold boundaaries: (a) pllacement off two irregulaar cells
ressolves non-m
manifold bou
undaries bu
ut creates ann “attachm
ment” to thee geometric model.
(b) By placing
g two addittional irregu
ular cells inn the cell w
which has foour edge-boundary
inttersections non-manifold
n
d boundary pieces can be removedd. (c) Simu
ulated temp erature
disstribution with
w
removall of “attachm
ments”.
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validity of the computational results must be ensured. Our preliminary results suggest
that in most cases the computation error introduced by the imperfections gets smaller
when the size of the geometric imperfections decreases. In analyzing the result of our
numerical experiments, we also noticed that the di erence between solutions obtained
in valid and imprecise geometric models are caused by the boundary conditions assumed
for the closing boundaries. In our numerical examples we used default natural boundary
conditions that correspond to heat insulation in the case of heat transfer problems, and
to a traction free boundary in the case of structural analysis problems.
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CHAPTER 4
EXTENSION INTO 3D: 2D PARALLEL SLICES
A 2D parallel slices approach to simulate 3D geometrical models is proposed following the well known method used in the medical procedure called the CT (Computerized Tomography) scan which was created to visualize the existence of tumors in an
human body specifically in brain and breast tumor recognition. The proposed approach
consists of parallel layers (2D) built up with the 3D imprecise solid model placed on it.
The proposed method uses solution structures as well as those that combine the distance
fields to the geometric boundaries and basis functions to enforce the prescribed boundary conditions. Figures 1.3 (b) and (c) illustrate allocation of the integration points in
2D imperfect geometric domain shown in Figure 1.3 (b) using our new approach.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: (a) Imprecise solid model. (b) 3D numerical integration can be performed
using 2D integration technique applied to the Cartesian parallel cross sections of the
geometric model. (c) 3D hierarchical space decomposition allow to allocate integration
nodes that can be used to perform numerical integration in geometrically imprecise
domains.
Applying the same methodology for 2D Boundaries representations (B-rep) using
the same hierarchical space decomposition to resolve geometric inaccuracies in 2D by
applying a geometrical adaptive integration over the geometrical model creates and
allocates layers from the bottom to the top. The 3D geometrical model sliced in finite
parallel Cartesian grid layers, each one treated following the same 2D approach, means
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using a composite geometric representation in layers with geometric imperfection. Using
a hierarchical space decomposition method, as proposed in 2D, resolves the geometric
gaps and inaccuracies without repair or alteration of the original geometry and allows us
to allocate integration points in the original model. Integration gauss allocation process
in 3D will be applied using the 2D constructed Cartesian grids with gauss allocation
points, once the PMC values of all grid nodes have been evaluated. For internal cells
and regular geometry, the integration nodes will be allocated in the same manner as
perfect geometric models. Irregular geometry cells treated as the regular geometry cells,
partially filled with nodes, means that both the geometry and the closing line(s) are
used to allocate integration nodes. The rule for allocation gauss nodes for imperfect
geometries in 3D follow the same algorithm and procedure used for 2D but each slice
has its own weight following the gauss integration rule. The geometric boundaries are
voxelized over the grid using scan conversion algorithms.
The meshfree method uses distance fields to construct functions and data structure
for the integration at running time. Allocation of integration points in 3D using adaptive flexible integration algorithms over the original imperfect geometry has achieved
satisfactory numerical results using the parallel slices technique. As mentioned before,
the application of a geometrically adaptive integration over the 2D parallel layers allows
the performance of computational experiments in real time with results that converge
to the exact solution with conservative running cost. The algorithm to analyze imperfect geometries described in previous chapters relies on hierarchical space partitioning
similar to Quad/Octree decomposition that allows the application of PMC in the entire
geometry. The same hierarchical decomposition will be used to allocate gauss integration points even in areas where the geometry has gaps or imperfections. The following
chapters are dedicated to validation and verification of experiments that will show the
approximation to the exact solution using di erent numbers of gauss allocation points.
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A math
hematical ex
xpression forr volume in
ntegration, aas an exampple, can be represen
nted as a weeighted sum
m of the valu
ues for each integrand aat the integgration nodees.

A 3D in
ntegration points
p
appro
oach will bee proposed using an exxtension of the 2D
geo
ometrically adaptive in
ntegration over
o
domainns with geoometric impperfections. Using
and
d regrouping
g terms fro
om a latticee rule, a 3D
D solid modeel can be suubdivided into 2D
parrallel slices. Every slicee will be treaated for the 2D grid alloocating inteegration poin
nts for
2D
D (plane x, y)
y and every
y 2D slice will
w has its oown weight tto fulfill thee gauss integration
rule. The form
mula above shows the lattice rule procedure and the Figgure 1.3 (b)) shows
a 3D
3 solid mo
odel inside the slices to
t enforce th
he governinng equation
n and to fullfill the
bou
undaries coonditions im
mposed. Th
he followingg algorithm is proposedd to integrrate 3D
alloocation poin
nts in imperrfect geometric models without inccurred in exxpensive geoometric
heaaling and reepair.The saame Closing
g Gap methood proposedd in 2D is ggoing to be aapplied
at every 2D diiscretized sliices. The fo
ollowing algoorithm obtaain the valuee of the volu
umetric
inttegral of a model
m
in 3D with geom
metric imperffection:
1. Step 1 Set
S inputs = f(x,y,z);(X
Xmin,Ymin ,Zmin,Xmaax.Ymax,Zm
max);(nx , ny , nz );
n( gauss))
2. Step 2 For
F z=nz = 1 to Zmax ; Slices 2D Allocation;
3. Step 3 For
F j= 1 to n( gauss);Alllocation Gaauss points((nx , ny ); do Steps 4 to 8;
4. Step 4 Build
B
Binary
y Tree− >(PMC);d
do(Xmin,Ym
min)to(Xmaax,Ymax)
5. Step 5 IF
F(function(PMC) Bad Cell Found))do Step 6;;
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6. Step 6 Ray Intersect function − >(function(CG)Closing Gap) do; Step 8
7. Step 7 Else;
8. Step 8 volume slices − >Allocate gauss integration points n( gauss) ; do nz
((Xmin,Ymin)
to ( Xmax,Ymax));
9. Step 9 Output Get Integral Value − >( Evaluation f(x,y,z) of the integrand
func- tion)
The algorithm described before shows a reliable way to compute and analyze
mechanical models with imperfections without repair or any other geometric healing
method. The algorithm requires the feed of four important inputs. The input 1 is the
integrand which represent in this sample the value of the volumetric integral. The integrand represent the value of the weighted expansion series of basis functions belonging
to the solution structure for any boundary problem proposed. Inputs 2 and 3 define the
bounding box which will contain the model under study. Will be set nx, ny, nz as the
number of the initial grid cells and n is the number of gauss points, the algorithm use
the same number of gauss points (n) for each coordinate direction. Numerical experiments will be processes having di erent size grids and di erent number of allocation
gauss points to validate convergence.

It will show graphically the convergence when

compared with the exact solution either for perfect or imperfect models. Step 4 will
generate a binary tree for cells identification. Slices 2D grid generation (dx , dy ); are
allocated in parallel to cover the entire model. A For Loop iteration( 6 to 8) create a
hierarchical 2D space decomposition to be imposed over the geometric domain. The integration process starts with the cartesian grid already placed over the geometric model;
the grid is built up with the cells aligned with the support of the basis functions(as fig
4.1.b)and classified following its relative position to the geometric model imposed. Cells
can be internal, external and boundary cells. Once the classification process is done and
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the process to place integration nodes start; a Point Membership Classification (PMC)
function must be compute since is necessary to obtain the relative position of a given
point in the space with respect to the geometric model; this function allows to know if
the point is inside or outside of the domain. The presence of gaps and self intersections
of the geometric boundary cause PMC computation to fail. The integration process over
imprecise geometric model to compute PMC must be applied following the steps already
explained. Once the integration points are allocated in the 2D cartesian grids a lattice
rule for 3D domains is applied and compute. The loop leads to end and discrete sum
functions are added to conform the final value of the integrand.
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CHAPTER 5
VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED
METHODOLOGY
The goal of this chapter is to investigate accuracy, convergence and stability of the
proposed numerical integration algorithms. To do this we will perform two series of
numerical experiments. In the first series, we will apply the developed algorithms to
volume computation of precise and imprecise CAD models. This will allow us to investigate numerical properties of the proposed approach and compare the results for precise
and imprecise models. For our experiments we have selected CAD models that have no
geometric defects such as gaps in the boundary, sleeve boundaries, etc. To create imprecise geometric models we will convert the selected CAD models into STL format which
represents the geometric boundary using triangular tessellation. The fact that the data
in STL format can be stored in a text file makes it very convenient for modifying the
geometry and introduces various geometric imprecision. The second series of numerical
experiments aims at applicability of the proposed approach to model physical processes
in geometrically imprecise models. We will observe and investigate how accuracy, convergence and the stability of the algorithm depend on the density of the initial Cartesian
grid and the number of the Gauss integration points.
5.1

Volume Computation in Precise and Imprecise CAD Models
In this series of numerical experiments we will use CAD models originally created

in the SOLIDWORKS software package. SOLIDWORKS has the tool package to calculate the volume of the CAD models, so we will use the values provided by SOLIDWORKS
as a base line for our numerical experiments.
The geometric engine which we interfaced our numerical algorithms can import geometric models in STEP and STL formats. We will use STEP format to represent perfect
geometric models, while Standard Tessellation Language (STL) format will be used to
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represent imprecise geometric models. STL is used to describe a raw surfaces triangulation and can be saved in a text file that can be easily modified in any text editor.
To introduce imperfections in our geometric models we will remove or modify some
boundary triangles in the STL file.
To investigate the convergence and stability of the proposed algorithms for each
geometric model we will perform experiments where:
• Will be used the same number of Gauss points (3) allocated in each coordinate
direction, while the density of the grids will be changed. The following initial grids
will be used: 10x10,20x20,30x30,40x40,50x50,60x60,80x80 and 100x100.
• Using the same initial 3D grid 20x20x20 we will change the number of Gauss
integration points in each coordinate direction. In our experiments we will use 2,
5, 7 and 9 integration points.
The results of each numerical experiment will be presented on the following plots:
• Computed volume vs grid size.
• Integration error vs grid size.
• Computed volume vs number of Gauss points.
• Integration error vs number of Gauss points.
The integration error measures the di erence between the volume computed using
the proposed slicing algorithms and the value given by SOLIDWORKS. Before starting
the experiments on di erent precise and imprecise models we will expose the incapacity
of the modeler package mentioned when an imprecise model is used. The following two
figures show both models under the simulation package. represents our model for a
precise bracket geometry. The SOLIDWORKS package is ready to process the geometric model without questioning any mistake or design error. The Figure 5.2 represents
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Figure 5.1: Precise bracket model.

Figure 5.2: Imprecise bracket model.
the same precedent model but with imprecise geometries. It shows how the SOLIDWORKS package stops running claiming a damaged model and no possible simulation
performance. The SOLIDWORKS analysis package releases a typical comment such as,
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”Th
here is no solid
s
body to process.”” We have iindicated allso in this ffigure the loocation
of three di ereent errors, manually
m
crreated usingg STL file ggeometry. Inn a real case when
a designer
d
starts modelin
ng a solid, th
he solid connstruction ssystem uses a logic union and
inttersection geeometries which
w
are su
ubjected to round o

aand finite prrecision tha
at could

creeate gaps an
nd overlapping lines.
5.1
1.1

Num
merical exp
periment 1:
1 Volumee Computa
ation of a Bracket
The firsst set of nu
umerical ex
xperiments is based to
o compute the volumee value

a
a spur gear with precise andd imprecise geometriess. The
of a bracket, cylinder, and
mo
odels were orriginated ussing SOLIDW
WORKS annd saved in S
STEP and S
STL extension files
resspectively. Four
F
(4) di erent kindss of plots w
were generatted to invesstigate conveergence
and
d stability as
a mentioneed already in
n paragraphhs before.
Forr bracket model
m
with precise
p
geom
metry:

Figurre 5.3: Preciise bracket volume vs ggrid size.
Fig
gure 5.3; sh
hows a fast convergencce of the coomputed vollume to thee real valuee when
inccreasing thee grid cells from
f
40x40 to 100x1000. The alloccation of onnly 3 gauss points
allo
owed to obtain a satisfaactory resultt even havinng some alteernate value around thee exact
vollume value.
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Fig
gure 5.4: In
ntegration e rrors vs gridd size.
Fig
gure 5.4 show
ws the decreease of expeerimental err
rrors when inncreasing th
he grid density; at
40 slices is nottable a locall variation of
o the conve rgence path
h. Integratioon errors deecrease
usiing 50 to 80
0 slices and finally stabiilized to a llower level vvalue at 1000 slices.

Figure 5.5: Precisee bracket voolume vs gauuss points.
gure 5.5 refeers to the ch
hange of vo
olume evaluaation depennding of thee number off Gauss
Fig
poiints allocated. Keepin
ng the samee 3D grid o f 20x20 thee first gausss points alloocation
from 2 to 5 do
o not conveerge to a saatisfactory rresult; once the numbeers of gauss points
alloocated are over
o
5 pointts the fast approximati
a
on to the exxact volumee value is reeach it
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Figure 5.6
6: Integratioon error vs number of gauss pointts.
The same inteerpretation of the prev
vious experiiment can bbe applied ffor the Figuure 5.6.
Errrors decreasse substanttially after the numberr of allocattion points are more than 5
poiints. For th
his particulaar experimen
nt the best result can be obtained
d over 7 alloocation
poiints . The use
u of a 20x
x20 parallel grids limit the possibiility to obtaain better reesult at
sm
maller numbeer of gauss points.
p
For braccket model with impreccise geometrry:

Figure 5.7: Impreccise brackett volume vss grid size.
Forr this modeel with geom
metric impeerfection Figgure 5.7 thee integratioon volume vvalue is
verry fluctuantt. However its converg
gence improvve notably as the gridd size increaase. Its
reaach a perfecct convergen
nce at 100x100 grid sizze and usingg 3 integrattion gauss p
points;
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reaaching the same numeriical approxiimation wheen using a pperfect geom
metric modeel

Fig
gure 5.8: In
ntegration errrors vs gridd size.
Fig
gure 5.8 sho
ows that beetween 20 and
a
50 slice s the conveergence varyy but has ann good
con
nvergence affter placing larger slicees grids. At 100 x100 ggrids the errrors are low
wer than
thee perfect geeometry evaaluated with
h the samee number of slices. T
This experim
ment in
parrticular allo
ow to underrstand the meaning
m
of tthe algorith
hm designed to evaluate PMC
in imperfect geometries.
g
Increasing the grid sllices in 2D,, improve n
notably the results
eveen using a lower
l
numbeer of gauss integration
n points witth an accepttable compu
utation
tim
me for 3D models.
m

Figure 5.9:
5 Imprecisse bracket vvolume vs ggauss pointss.
Fig
gure 5.9 shows as sim
milar result as the perffect geometrry case; a larger numbber of
inttegration gaauss points, drive a beetter numeriical converggence. The interpretattion of
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thiis experimen
nt using di erent numb
ber of gausss points andd using just a 20x20 grrid give
a complete
c
un
nderstanding of the im
mportance oof the numbber of paralllel grids w
we have
to use for the integration
n scope and the numberr of gauss p
points to alllocate in orrder to
obttain an acceeptable resu
ult .

Figure 5.1
10: Integration error vss number off gauss poin
nts.
Fig
gure 5.10 as mentioned before;usin
ng a limited quantities of parallel sslices ;in thiis case
20x
x20 is necesssary to incrrease the nu
umber of gaauss points tto have a b etter converrgence
and
d numerical approximaation, for thiis particularr experimennt the allocaation of moree than
6 in
ntegration gauss
g
pointss allow a beetter reductiion of the in
ntegration eerrors.
5.1
1.2

Num
merical exp
periment 2:
2 3D Sim
mulation in
n a Cylind
der
For Cyliinder modell with precise geometryy:

The Figure 5.11 representt our modell for a precise cylinder geometry.
Fig
gure 5.12 Shows
S
a rap
pid convergeence of thee slicing vollume algoriithm to thee exact
vallue using 3 integration gauss poin
nts. From 220x20 slices grid to 1000x100 the vvalue of
thee computed volume, ligghtly vary around
a
the eexact value to convergee satisfactorrily at
100
0x100 grid density.
d
Fig
gure 5.13 caan be interp
preted as a continuatioon of the result obtaineed and show
wed in
thee previous plot.
p
Integraation error are
a evaluateed as a di eerence betweeen the reall value
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Figure
F
5.11: Precise cyllinder geom
metry.

Figuree 5.12: Preciise cylinderr volume vs grid size.
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gure 5.13: In
ntegration eerrors vs griid size.
Fig
slicces remark the fluctuaation and th
he tendencyy of the alggorithm to cconverge annd pose
to a reliable value
v
at larrge number of slices. From 60xx60x60 to 880x80x80 sliices;the
alggorithm keep
p a conserv
vative and non
n fluctuan
nt result un
ntil a final convergencee when
usiing 100x100
0 slices grid cells.

Figure 5.14:
5
Precisee cylinder vvolume vs gauss points.
Fig
gure 5.14 Fo
or this perfeect geometry
y as well ass the brackeet geometry mentioned
d before
thee use of morre than 5 nu
umber of gau
uss integrattion points ccan o er a b
better conveergence
and
d stability numerical
n
approximatio
a
on toward tthe exact vaalue; in thiss particularr case 7
gau
uss points were
w
necessaary to get an
n acceptabl e result.
Fig
gure 5.15 at 7 gauss poin
nts the integgration errorr is reduced at its minim
mum accoun
ntable;
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Figure 5.1
15: Integration error vss number off gauss poin
nts.
hav
ving the beest value wh
hen using a 20x20x20 slicing mattrix. The eexperimentaal data
ressults obtaineed for this perfect
p
geom
metry modell (cylinder) can suggestt that a balaance of
num
mber of integration pooints and the right chooose of the nnumber of slicing layerss in 2D
aree necessary to
t get a better numericaal approxim
mation and cconvergencee of the integgrand.
For cylin
nder model with impreecise geomettry:

Figure 5.16: Imprecise
I
cyylinder geom
metry.
The figure 5.16 represent our model for an imprrecise cylindder geometrry.
Fig
gure 5.17 Siimilar to th
he first plot for perfect geometry tthe slicing aalgorithm fo
for im67

Figure 5.17: Imprecise cylindeer volume vvs grid size.
perrfect geometry converge rapidly to
o the exact vvolume valuue. It showss oscillatingg values
com
mputed at lower slicin
ng grids butt with a siggnificative cconvergence toward thee exact
vollume value. The plot sh
hows a conssistency in tthe experim
mental comp
puted volum
me value
witth the real value from 80x80 grid
ds up to 1000x100 gridss; suggesting that 100 slicing
grids with 3 gauss allocattion points could
c
be connsidered a pperfect convvergence sollution.

Fig
gure 5.18: In
ntegration eerrors vs griid size.
Fig
gure 5.18 Th
he integratiion errors consistently vary and hhave a decreeasing conveergence
tow
ward a minimum errorr solution at
a 100x100 slices grid. At 30x300x30 slices can be
obsserved with
h a momenttary rough decline
d
of eerror and th
hen return to the sloppe tract
con
nvergence.
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Figure 5.19: Imprecisse cylinder volume vs ggauss points.
Fig
gure 5.19 Att 4 allocated
d integration points thee only accepptable convergence solu
ution is
maatched with the real vallue. The lacck of converrgence as ann increase in the gausss points
is due
d to the poor
p
density
y of slices. A 20x20-sliicing grid iss not su cieent to have a good
ressult.

Figure 5.2
20: Integration error vss number off gauss poin
nts.
Fig
gure 5.20 In
ntegration error
e
has po
oor variatioon when inccreasing thee number oof gauss
inttegration pooints. Somee light variaation can bee noticed whhen using 5 gauss poin
nts and
plaacing only a 20x20 slicee grids for this
t
imperfeect model, w
which reducees the accurracy of
thee results. Ho
owever, the integration
n has stable computatioonal errors.
5.1
1.3

Num
merical exp
periment 3:
3 3D volu
ume compu
utation in
n a Spur G
Gear
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The spur gear model that will be used for the next experiment was imported
directly from an educational website called GrabCAD. The purpose is to try to use our
non-designed model and apply the slices 3D algorithm integration method to a model
designed by others using their own modeling package. The treatment of this model and
the plots generated will have the same pattern than the other 2 models proposed. The
exact volume of this model was obtained from SOLIDWORKS and uses the same tool
command for volume evaluation. The Figure 5.21 is the model for a precise spur gear
model. The following plots contain the same parameter coordinates as the other plots
already shown.

Figure 5.21: Precise geometry.
The Figure 5.21 represent our model for a precise spur gear geometry.
Figure 5.22The plot shows an oscillating volume value using di erent grid densities.
The oscillation has a trend to converge to the exact value after using 60x60 slices.
Incrementing the density of slices improves the convergence between 80x80 and 100x100
slices.
Figure 5.23 Integration errors decrease consistently when we increase the grid 3D densities. The lower integration error is found at 100x100x100 grid density.
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Fiigure 5.22: Spurge voluume vs grid size.

Fig
gure 5.23: In
ntegration eerrors vs griid size.

Figu
ure 5.24: Sp
purge volum
me vs gauss points.
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Fig
gure 5.24 We
W have obttained a faast volume value conveergence usinng 5 gauss points
wh
hich represen
nt the exacct volume value.
v
Incre asing the nnumbers of gauss pointts does
nott improve th
he convergeence but keeps a relatiive di erencce volume eerror related
d with
thee exact value of (1.0)− 3 units whicch is a goodd approximaation volumee error.

Figure 5.2
25: Integration error vss number off gauss poin
nts.
Fig
gure 5.25 Ev
ven if the graphic
g
appaarently show
ws large chaanges betweeen two succcessive
poiints, the larrge di erencce between both extrem
mes is (1.2))− 3 which iss a relativelly good
con
nservative error
e
in term
ms of volum
me di erencee. For this experimentt, the increm
ment of
thee number off gauss poin
nts does not notably im
mprove the in
ntegration eerrors.
The Fig
gure 5.26 represents ourr model forr an imprecise spur gear geometry.
Fig
gure 5.27A perfect app
proximation and converrgence to th
he exact voolume is fouund at
80x
x80 slices, but
b it is possible to nottice that witth a lower nnumber of sslicing (30x330 and
40x
x40) the convergence to
t the exactt volume is fast and acccurate. Thhe slicing 100x100
also o ers a go
ood solution
n.
gure 5.28 In
ntegration errors
e
are veery alike annd are locatted in a sim
milar range of apFig
prooximation.

The minim
mum error is found w
when 80x80--slicing gridds are used..

The

inttegration errrors for thiss experimen
nt, using an imprecise ggeometry, ddo not vary largely
usiing di erentt grid densitties
Fig
gure 5.29 Th
his experim
ment shows a lack of stability wheen increasinng the numbber of
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Figure 5.2
26: Impreci se geometryy.

Fiigure 5.27: Spurge voluume vs grid size.

Fig
gure 5.28: In
ntegration eerrors vs griid size.
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Figu
ure 5.29: Sp
purge volum
me vs gauss points.
gau
uss points. At 20x20 slicing the only value with an exxact solution
n is when 5 gauss
poiints are useed. The vo
olume value has a consservative osscillation off less than ((1.0)− 3
cub
bic meters.

Figure 5.30: Integratiion error vs number off gauss pointts.

Fig
gure 5.30 In
ntegration errors
e
using
g di erent ggauss pointss for the im
mprecise moodel do
nott show mucch di erencee from the precise
p
moddel. Indeed,, the changge of errors is very
con
nservative. The
T lower error
e
is prod
duced when using 5 gauuss points.
5.1
1.4

Preliiminary vo
olume eva
aluation co
onclusionss
For thiss first evalu
uation of th
he proposedd 3D slicess method, w
we have evaaluated

thee volume off three di erent solid models
m
usingg either a pperfect geom
metry or im
mperfect
geo
ometry confformation. Evaluation
E
and
a plottingg of four di erent numeerical experiiments
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were done as:
• Computed volume vs grid size.
• Integration error vs grid size.
• Computed volume vs number of Gauss points.
• Integration error vs number of Gauss points.
The proposed 3D slices method converges satisfactorily when we increase the numbers of gauss points and the number of grid slices allocated. We can guarantee a good
convergence either for a perfect or imperfect model. However, in some cases the convergence is found with a lesser number of integration points and number of grid slices.
For completeness of the numerical experimentation it is preferred to set the parameters
with larger numbers as we have used during the experimentation shown previously.
5.2

Numerical experiment 4
The next two validation experiments will be applied for 3D natural vibration anal-

ysis using the meshfree solution structure method. The experiments processed before
will be compared with both results using models with perfect geometry and imperfect
geometry, due to internal gaps. The [18] describes the accuracy and convergence of the
computed natural frequencies implicating the exact treatment of the prescribed boundaries’ conditions that are enforced using approximate distance functions that vanish at
the boundaries of the geometrical model. The SSM will be applied for the next two
3D models and will be the objective of this experiment to evaluate the natural frequencies for the imperfect model using the algorithms and codes written to analyze the
imperfect model without repairing and compare the results with the same geometries
but without gaps and geometrical imperfections (perfect geometry). No commercial or
well-known mechanical analysis software is able to run or obtain acceptable solutions
when the geometry is damaged or imperfect. Actual commercial software repairs the
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models forcing a change to the original geometry. Most of them just stop running. In
Figure5.31 represents a damaged bracket model using the SOLIDWORKS analysis package. In Figure5.32; ANSYS released negative comments related to the damaged bracket
under study. Using either the analysis package o ered by SOLIDWORKS or the analysis
package from ANSYS, the results are the same. For a geometric damaged model the
analysis solver tool just stops running. SOLIDWORKS at least allows one to see the
geometric damaged areas. ANSYS, instead, released a text editor. In Figure5.33ANSYS
edits the damaged bracket geometry chart and the Figure5.34 shows the same bracket
but without geometric damages. In general, the well-known finite element analysis constitutes a usual numerical method to analyze dynamic engineering problems. However,
the use of spatial grids conforming the shape of the geometric model can represent a
di cult trend to evaluate engineering physical time dependence problems forcing simplification or repair of the geometric model and a change to the real physical geometry
of the object.

Figure 5.31: SolidWork Editor for imprecise bracket model.
For natural vibration experiments we will use a solution structure that satisfy kinematic
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Figure 5.32: Ansys text editor for damage geometric model.

Figure 5.33: Imprecise bracket model.
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Figure 5.34
4: Precise bbracket mod
del.
(esssential typee) boundary conditions that are forrmulated ass zero displaacement alonng the
cooordinate axiis.

ux |∂Ω = 0

(5.1)

uy |∂Ω = 0

(5.2)

uz |∂Ω = 0

(5.3)

Sin
nce not all displacement
d
t componen
nts can be seet to zero att the same ggeometric b
boundariees, kinemattic boundary
y condition
ns include b
both fixed and slidingg boundariess.

To

sattisfy these boundary
b
coonditions wee will use a vector soluttion structu
ure.

Naatural vibrattion in mech
hanical strucctures is govverned by th
he balance bbetween thee work
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don
ne by the in
nertial forcees and the potential
p
eneergy of the elastic deforrmation.

The energy balance equattion formulaated above c an be expressed using a generalize eigenvallue problem as:
[K]] [φ] = λ2 [M
M] [φ] ,

(5.6)

The formula described
d
above denotess K as the stti ness mattrix and M aas mass mattrix; φ
a amplitud
de of the dissplacement and λ is a n
natural freqquency. As mentioned before
is an
thee amplitude φ can be expressed
e
by
y the follow
wing solution
n structure:

Ch
hoosing η as basis funcction satisfy
fying essentiial boundaryy condition
ns (Dirichlett) the
sti ness and th
he mass maatrices can be
b expressedd as:

Wh
here B den
notes the maatrix of deriivatives, alsso known ass the strain-displacemeent matrix
x, so that ϵ = B[φ], an
nd D repressents the strress-strain m
matrix so th
hat σ = D ϵ.
The architectu
ure of the soolution desig
gned for thiss specific exxample will uuse tensor p
product
n this case aare sparse m
meaning tha
at most of tthe eleB-sspline basis functions. Matrices in
meents are zero
o. We will use
u a Lanczo
os method tto solve a geeneralized eeigenvalue p
problem
forr sparse Herrmitian mattrices combiined with ann inverse sppectrum traansformation
n. We
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will consider the following eigenvalue problem:

[K]−1 [M] [φ] = θ2 [φ] ,

(5.10)

In this section, the object of the study will be two di erent kinds of models. First, we
will use a bracket already designed and used to evaluate volume using a perfect model
and an imperfect model. Second, we will use a spur gear. This model was downloaded
from the Internet and is called ”Track Parts,” an external supplier of mechanical models.
It allows us to demonstrate and validate the algorithm application for any kind of model.
The experiments will determine the convergence of the algorithm applied to a perfect
model and the relative imperfect model. In this case, we will apply SSM for natural
vibration including the algorithm to analyze the imperfect model without repairing the
model and its boundaries.
5.2.1

Numerical experiment 5
In this section, we will propose an application of the meshfree Solution Structure

Method for the mechanical analysis of natural vibration problems in 3D models with geometrical imperfections. The study of natural vibration in mechanical models represents
a very strict guideline design required in major mechanical analysis problems that must
guarantee the good performance of a mechanical structure when applied to dynamics
loads. Missile and propulsion rockets are classic examples for which this kind of analysis
is required. Natural vibration analysis is required for a time-varying loading condition in
order to determine the structure’s system response. Experimentation samples include:
1-bracket, and 2-spider bracket Both represent classical mechanical structural parts commonly used in aeronautical application. The oscillating dynamics loads in these kinds
of models require an accurate mechanical analysis to obtain the proper behavior of the
elements under dynamics stresses. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) has been the classic
numerical method used to analyze this kind of problem. However, the presence of ge80

ometrical model imperfections like gaps, as well as very small geometrical details that
conform the boundaries, force the designer to change the mechanical and geometrical
structure to avoid excessive time analysis or eventual repair. The use of spatial grids
that conform the model can degenerate the real cause of study forcing the design of
another geometrical model that is not desired. The introduction of a Meshfree Solution Structure Method using distance field to the boundaries can guarantee an accurate
approach solution analysis to the geometry without the need to repair or change the
desired model under analysis. It is due to study and validation in this work that the
algorithm proposed could supply and derive an approximate solution in cases when the
geometrical model has imperfections. The cases proposed previously will be analyzed
for either perfect geometric model or imperfect geometric models. The investigation
process defines a research procedure to obtain natural vibration modes for the samples
mentioned. In order to obtain the right parameters to compare the di erent natural
frequencies for both types of models using precise and imprecise geometries, the natural
frequencies obtained from the SOLIDWORKS simulation was taken using the precise
models. The Solution Structure Method (SSM) proposed slicing parallel layers for the
allocation gauss integration points to generate a Cartesian 3D grid with accountable
small grid sizes. Same grid size is used as a mesh size parameter h; which can be used
as input in SOLIDWORKS as a meshing parameter definition. This procedure is used
to keep the same meshing domain and to be able to compare the solution obtained by
SSM and FEA. The SOLIDWORKS mesh size h can be set manually as input. The
same mesh size parameter used in the precise model will be used to compare with the
imprecise model since SOLIDWORKS cannot process imprecise models. Plots will be
released using MATLAB tools and the modeler will release 10 natural frequency modes
through the SSM proposed method. MATLAB plots will show four di erent mode vibrations, modes 1, 2, 3, 10. Each one will show the change of the natural frequency in
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Hzz with respect to the ch
hange of thee mesh size h in meterss. Experim
ments will bee done
forr bracket and
d spur gearr solid modeels for precisse models aand imprecisse models.
The folllowing plots representss natural viibration moodes experim
ments for p
precise
braacket modells

Figure 5.35
5: No damag
ge bracket n
natural vibrration Modee 1.
Vallues for freq
quencies in Figure5.35sshow converrsion to the SOLIDWO
ORKS values when
com
mparing at lower frequ
uency like 2200
2
Hz whhile using th
he proposedd slices integration
meethod in thee range of meshing size between 0.002m annd 0.003m. The true 3D integgration meth
hod converg
ges as well to the SOL
LIDWORKS
S values. F
For these kkinds of
ploots, and as a manner to
t define go
ood results,, when we rreduce the mesh size w
we find
con
nvergence am
mong the th
hree integraation metho ds.
forr the second
d mode of natural vibraation, using a precise bbracket moddel, the plott shows
a similarity
s
off convergencce among th
he three meethods undeer study w
when the meesh size
is decreased.
d
We
W can nottice that forr this mode 2 of vibrattion, the rannge of conveergence
inccreases using
g mesh sizes between 0.002
0
and 0. 004 m.
At Mode 3 Fiigure5.37con
nvergence of
o the threee methods iis found whhen decreasiing the
meesh size. Thee proposed slices integgration methhod convergges very mucch the way it does
in SOLIDWOR
RKS betweeen the mesh
h sizes of 0.0002 and 0.0004 m.
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Figure 5.36
6: No damag
ge bracket n
natural vibrration modee 2.

Figure
F
5.37: No Damag
ge Bracket N
Natural Vib
bration Modde 3.
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Figure 5.38:
5
No Dam
mage Brackket Vibratioon Mode 10.
At this mode vibration 10
1 Figure5.3
38 shows a full converggence again of the threee integraation metho
ods used. We
W can obseerve at the plot that bbetween 0.0002m and 00.004 m
meesh sizes, wee obtain sim
milarities am
mong the nat
atural frequeencies comp
puted.
The folllowing 4 ploots represen
nts the convvergence of the naturall vibration m
modes
exp
periments fo
or a precise bracket mo
odel when compare witth the solid work valuess
The Fig
gure5.39 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 1 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining

Figure 5.3
39: No Dam
mage Brackett Vibration
n Convergencce Mode 1.
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The Figurre5.40 show
ws the conveergence of tthe natural frequency Mode 2 to the
ncreasing grrid refining
Sollid Work vaalue when in

Fig
gure 5.40: No
N Damage Bracket
B
Vib
bration Connvergence M
Mode 2.
The Fig
gure5.41 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 3 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
The Fig
gure5.42 sho
ows the con
nvergence off the naturaal frequencyy Mode 10 to the
ncreasing grrid refining
Sollid Work vaalue when in
The folllowing plotss represents natural vib
bration moddes experim
ments for an imprem
the Figure5.43
F
shows
s
a dam
mage geom
metry. . At the internaal main
cise bracket model;
b it is possiible to see th
he lack of a piece of suurface.
hub
Forr this first Mode
M
Figurre5.44 of naatural vibraation, for ann imprecise bracket moodel, in
thee true 3D in
ntegration method,
m
thee proposed slicing methhod and th
he SOLIDW
WORKS
ressults follow the same path
p
for a full
f convergeence. Usingg lower messh sizes acccelerate
thee convergencce.
Forr the second
d mode Figu
ure5.45 of natural
n
vibrration, usingg an impreciise bracket model,
thee plot shows a similitu
ude of conveergence amoong the threee methods under studdy, and
wh
hen we decreease the messh size, we can see that for this modde 2 of vibraation, the raange of
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Fig
gure 5.41: No
N Damage Bracket
B
Vib
bration Connvergence M
Mode 3.

Figu
ure 5.42: No
o Damage Bracket
B
Vib
bration Convvergence Moode 10.
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Error
E

Figuree 5.43: Dam
mage Brackket SolidWoork View.

Fig
gure 5.44: Damage
D
Braacket Naturral Vibratioon Mode 1.
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Figure 5.45: Damagee Bracket N
Natural Vibrration Modee 2.
con
nvergence completely in
ncreases usin
ng mesh sizzes toward th
he minimum
m value of 0..002m.

Figure 5.46
6: Damage Bracket Naatural Vibraation Modee 3.
Forr the third mode of natural
n
vibrration Figuure5.46shows a converggence trend
d when
we decrease the mesh siize using th
he three inttegration m
methods.

T
The slices m
method

oposed show
ws a small trend towarrd deflexionn probably produced bby severe daamages
pro
in the imperfeect model. However, the
t slices in
ntegration m
method propposed reachhes full
con
nvergence reesults and, similar to SOLIDWOR
RKS and 33D, true inttegration a
at lower
meesh sizes.
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Figure 5.47: Dam
mage Brackett Vibration
n Mode 10.
The natural vibration Fig
gure5.47 forr the mode 10 using thee slices inteegration metthod in
a bracket
b
damaged modell follow the same converrgence trend
d as the connvergence ob
btained
usiing SOLIDW
WORKS an
nd the true integration
n 3D methoods, when rreducing thee mesh
size. The con
nvergence of
o the slicess integration
n method pproposed su
u ered a deeflexion
of its convergeence trend when
w
reachiing lower m
mesh sizes, b
but again, aas occurred at the
thiird mode off vibration, the
t proposed
d integratioon algorithm
m recovered the path foor a full
con
nvergence an
nd similaritty with SOL
LIDWORKS and 3D tru
ue integratiion. Causes of this
loccal deflection convergen
nce are creaated due to
o the increaase of the n
natural frequ
uencies
vallues in a geo
ometric dam
maged modeel.
The folllowing 4 ploots represen
nts the convvergence of the naturall vibration m
modes
exp
periments fo
or an impreccise bracket model wheen compare with the soolid work vaalues
The Fig
gure5.48 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 1 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
The Fig
gure5.49 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 2 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
The Fig
gure5.50 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 3 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
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Fiigure 5.48: Damage Bracket Vibrration Conveergence Moode 1.

Fiigure 5.49: Damage Bracket Vibrration Conveergence Moode 2.
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Fig
gure 5.50: Damage
D
Braacket Vibrattion Converggence Modee 3.

The Fig
gure5.51 sho
ows the con
nvergence off the naturaal frequencyy Mode 10 to the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining

Fig
gure 5.51: Damage Brracket Vibraation Conveergence Modde 10.
A precisse model off a spider bracket
b
willl be show a
at Figure5.552 The moddel was
dessigned in SO
OLIDWORK
KS and thee Natural V
Vibration sim
mulation toool was appplied to
obttain referencce parameteers to compaare with thee proposed iintegration by slices meethod.
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Figurre 5.52: No Damage SppiderBrackett Model.

The following
g plots repreesent naturaal vibration
n modes exxperiments ffor precise spider
braacket modells.

Figu
ure 5.53: No
o Damage SpiderBracke
S
et Natural V
Vibration M
Mode 1.

The spider brracket modeel will be modeled
m
usiing the SOL
LIDWORKS
S tool packkage as
ntegration m
method, and the propossed slicing iintegrarefference paraameters, thee true 3D in
tion method. For this first plot Fig
gure5.53whicch represennts the first mode of n
natural
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vib
bration for the precise model, we notice thaat there is a clear convvergence usiing the
pro
oposed sliciing method and the SO
OLIDWORK
KS referencce when wee reduce thee mesh
size. The 3D true
t
integraation method follows th
he same ressults obtaineed from thee slices
me
ethod.

ure 5.54: No
o Damage SpiderBracke
S
et Natural V
Vibration M
Mode 2.
Figu

Forr the second
d mode Figu
ure5.54 of naatural vibraation, which has an incrrement of th
he value
of the frequen
ncies, we can
n notice tha
at the convvergence ressults match with the previous
exp
periment. For
F the sam
me mesh deccreasing sizees we have obtained siimilar conveergence
ressults for a lo
ower mesh size.
s
The results fo
or mode 3 of
o the natu
ural frequenccy Figure5.55using SO
OLIDWORK
KS corrob
borate the convergence
c
e findings between
b
thee slicing meethod propoosed, the 33D true
inttegration, an
nd the SOLIDWORKS reference w
when decreaasing the meesh size.
Forr the 10 mo
ode of naturral vibration
n Figure5.566 we can nootice a full eexact range of converrgence betw
ween the sliccing method
d and SOLIIDWORKS. Both methhods have p
parallel
con
nvergence using a relative lower mesh
m
size.
The folllowing 4 ploots represen
nts the convvergence of the naturall vibration m
modes
exp
periments fo
or a precise spiderb rackketmodelwh
hencompareewiththesoliidworkvalues
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Figu
ure 5.55: No
o Damage SpiderBracke
S
et Natural V
Vibration M
Mode 3.

Figure
F
5.56: No Damag
ge SpiderBrracket Vibraation Mode 10.
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The Fig
gure5.57 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 1 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining

Figure 5.57: No Damage
D
Spid
der Bracket Vibration C
Convergencee Mode 1.
The Fig
gure5.58 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 2 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
The Fig
gure5.59 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 3 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
The Fig
gure5.60 sho
ows the con
nvergence off the naturaal frequencyy Mode 10 to the
ncreasing grrid refining
Sollid Work vaalue when in
An imprrecise modeel of a spid
der bracket will be shoown in Figuure5.61 The model
waas designed in
i SOLIDW
WORKS and the converrter is an ST
TL file. Oncce the styloggraphic
mo
odel is opened, the triaangulations surface shappes are alloowed to mannually damaage the
mo
odel. The fo
ollowing model has imp
precise surfaaces.
The following plots represent natural vibration modes expeeriments forr imprecise spider
braacket modells.
The spiider brackett imprecise model willl be modeled again uusing the S
SOLIDWO
ORKS tool package as reference parameters,
p
a true integration 3D method, annd the
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Figure 5.58: No Damage
D
Spid
der Bracket Vibration C
Convergencee Mode 2.

Figure 5.59: No Damage
D
Spid
der Bracket Vibration C
Convergencee Mode 3.
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Figure 5.60: No Daamage Spid
der Bracket Vibration C
Convergencee Mode 10.

Error
Error

Figu
ure 5.61: Damage
D
SpidderBracket Model.
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Fig
gure 5.62: Damage Sp
piderBracket Natural V
Vibration Moode 1.
pro
oposed slicin
ng integratiion method. In this firrst plot, whhich represennts the Mo de 1 of
vib
bration, Figu
ure5.62 we can notice a full conveergence of th
he proposedd slices integration
wh
hen reducing
g the mesh sizes.
s
The true
t
3D inteegration metthod and th
he SOLIDW
WORKS
toool also conveerge when we
w decrease the meshinng size.

Fig
gure 5.63: Damage Sp
piderBracket Natural V
Vibration Moode 2.
Forr the second
d mode Figu
ure5.63 of naatural vibraation, which has an incrrement of th
he value
of the frequencies, we can
n notice tha
at the conveergence tren
nd matches with the previous
mo
ode of vibration, using the three in
ntegrative m
methods andd when reduucing mesh sizes.
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Fig
gure 5.64: Damage Sp
piderBracket Natural V
Vibration Moode 3.
Results for mode 3 of th
he natural frequency
f
F igure5.64usiing SOLIDWORKS coorroborattes the good
d convergencce between the
t slicing m
method propposed and th
he SOLIDW
WORKS
refference as lo
owering the mesh size. For mesh siizes betweenn 0.0015 annd 0.002 metters we
obttain full con
nvergence am
mong the th
hree method
ds.

Fig
gure 5.65: Damage
D
SpiiderBracket Natural Viibration Moode 10.
Forr the 10 mode
m
of natu
ural vibratiion Figure5 .65 we cann see that tthere is a p
parallel
con
nvergence between the proposed method
m
and the SOLID
DWORKS reeference. Thhe high
nattural vibrattion frequenccies linked to
t the modee 10 and itss di erence iin value alloows us
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to confirm a full
fu convergeence of both
h methods.
The folllowing 4 ploots represen
nts the convvergence of the naturall vibration m
modes
exp
periments fo
or an impreccise bracket model wheen compare with the soolid work vaalues
The Fig
gure5.66 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 1 tto the
ncreasing grrid refining
Sollid Work vaalue when in

Figure 5.66: Damage Spideer Bracket V
Vibration Convergence Mode 1.
The Fig
gure5.67 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 2 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
The Fig
gure5.68 sho
ows the con
nvergence oof the naturral frequenccy Mode 3 tto the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
The Fig
gure5.69 sho
ows the con
nvergence off the naturaal frequencyy Mode 10 to the
Sollid Work vaalue when in
ncreasing grrid refining
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Figure 5.67: Damage Spideer Bracket V
Vibration Convergence Mode 2.

Vibration Convergence Mode 3.
Figure 5.68: Damage Spideer Bracket V
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Figuree 5.69: Dam
mage Spiderr Bracket Vibration Coonvergence Mode 10.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Computational mechanical analysis over geometric domains have been for many
years a useful tool applied by engineers and researchers to obtain an approximate numerical engineering analysis for many physical problems where boundary conditions are
applied in the geometry. This work is based on a meshfree method that uses a distance field approximation to enforce the boundaries’ conditions. Geometric models are
created by a CAD generator using drafting tools to create a solid. This geometry is
conformed by a number of primitive elemental geometries, however a geometry generated in this way could contain imprecise or multiple lines intersections that force an
eventual computational engineering analysis to stop the process and, in some cases, deal
with geometrical repairs methods which are time expensive and usually change the entire geometric model configuration, including the boundaries conditions applied. The
mechanical analysis method proposed in this dissertation uses an algorithm designed to
compute geometric models with precise or imprecise geometries without any geometric
repair necessary. Usually, these repairs are executed by an external software package
that increases the process time and generates a geometric model distortion. The algorithm was created for 2D geometries and was extended to a 3D solid configuration.
A solution structure is defined which contains the entire information about the boundaries’ conditions and an implicit distance function that approximates the boundaries to
enforce them. A boundary box is created conformed by 3D regular grids and will hold
the model under analysis in order to allocate integration gauss points to support the
governing equation of the physical problem. Hierarchical space decomposition is applied
to every 2D grid parallel slice. Point Membership Classification (PMC) is computed for
every slice iteratively. Cells with even or no intersections will be considered as regular
cells. Cells with odd intersections will be considered as irregular cells and subject to
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a closing gap function without deforming or changing the proposed solid model. Integration gauss points are allocated into the cells and by slices once a full identification
of internal, boundary, and external cells are computed. Gauss points will be allocated
into the grids and each grid will be weighted to guarantee and fulfill the gauss allocation points for a 3D integration. The method proposed is completely automatic and no
repairing geometry or healing method is needed. Verification and a number of experiments were processed to ensure the convergence of the proposed method and algorithms.
The first set of experiments for volume calculation was made on perfect and imperfect
models. The validation of the proposed algorithm will be centered first, to guarantee
the closing gap method performance and ensure that no geometrical deformation was
produced in the geometry, and second, using the gauss integration points allocation inside the regular cells, to assure a full volume convergence value when compared with the
real one obtained from the SOLIDWORKS package. Di erent models were used with
either perfect or damaged geometries. A simple geometry like a cylinder, or complex
geometries like a Bracket or a Spur Gear, were processed using imperfect or damaged
geometries. The closing gap and the integration slices methods proposed converge to
the exact solution using large slices and gauss point integration. Plots shows that, independently, in the use of a simple or complex damaged model, the algorithm proposed
has the capacity to converge to a solution very close, if not exact, to the real one, without any need for a repair software package. A second set of experiments was made in
order to obtain a convergence validation of the algorithm package proposed. Natural
vibration problems were applied in perfect and damaged geometries. The models used
were the same bracket modeled for volume validation and a new proposed model called
a spider bracket. For both models a study of the first 10 modes of vibration was done. A
study was made for both models using the SOLIDWORKS packages, to compare values
of the parameters. For this, studies were used only with the perfect models since the
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SOLIDWORKS program is incapable of accepting inputs with imperfections. Chapter
5 on validation and experimentation shows that the SOLIDWORKS solution package
is incapable of handling models that are not fully closed,and terminates with the error
message: Non solid model found. However, we compared the results using perfect models with the imperfect model results from our study. Using the bracket model for perfect
and imperfect geometries we notice that the convergence of the frequencies are very
alike when compared with the SOLIDWORKS package. Using the slicing method and
comparing with a true 3D integration, we can see a full convergence of the solutions to
the SOLIDWORKS value, inside the common range of the evaluation area. Frequencies
are in the order of less than one percent with respect to the SOLIDWORKS value. The
study for the spider bracket model, either for precise or imprecise models under natural
vibration simulation, allows us to verify the convergence of the solution when compared
to the SOLIDWORKS results. The algorithm for 3D models using precise or imprecise geometries agrees with the results obtained by the SOLIDWORKS package solver,
noting one again that the SOLIDWORKS solver fails on models with geometrical imperfections. The geometrical imperfections manually created in the tested models were
over the regular imperfection that can be created by the same engine package when the
solid construction is created. The actual geometrical imperfections used were produced
by the triangular shapes elimination from the stylographic geometrical representation
of the solids. The order of magnitude of these imperfections is larger than a simple
gap or an extended line and is usually created by well-known commercial design/solvers
solid construction. Our algorithm proposed can also process any model coming from
packages other than SOLIDWORKS, for example, the spur gear model imported by the
GrabCAD solid model supplier. Our algorithm can be adapted or included in any other
geometric generator engine package. The implementation in C++ can be used as an
engine solver in many areas of computational mechanics and can save time and money
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as a reliable package solver.
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